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finishing machine. The Pfauter PF 150 is a
4-axis CNC oontrolled machine specifically
designed for high production, litoperates on me
crossedaxis principle to remove metal from the
flanks of haJdenedl teeth usingl a carbide, face
sharpened cutter that moves in a shear action,
progressive cut at extremely high speed.
CNC carbide finishing offers several distinct
advantages. It not only corrects heat treat
distortions and provides resharpening of the
carbide tool on the machine, it also allows
higher green gear productivity due to' a larger
stock envelope linprecutting.

The full s;pedrum of
Igear te~fin,olog-y
CNG hardened gear finishingl is only one facet
'of our capability. The American Pfauter family
,ofcompanies offers thecomplete range' of
modem ONC gear production technology, from
individual hobbing, grinding, measuring and
finishinQl machines, ..to customized flexible
gear manufacturing systems for large or small
lot sizes, For additional infon-nation, contact
American Pfauter Ud., 925 East Estes
Avenue, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007.
Phone ,(3,12)1640~7500.
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(N(' (IN form finishingl
CNC form finishingl using Il1eplateable, single-
layer,edlCBNform wheels lis rapidlygainingl
wide acceptance for mass production hard
gear finishing. Specially designedl CNe form
,grinders manufactured by Kapp and Pfauter'
IKapp make this process more productive than
either threaded Wheel continuous generatingl
grinding', or conventionall generating grinding, It
removes large envelopes of stock and, since it
is free cutting, causes no Iburning. This process
also leaves Significantly lower residual stresses
than vitrified grinding. Kap,p and PfauterfKapp
ONC CBN form finishingl machines operate on
the creep feedl, deep grinding principle. They
are designed for intemal and external spur and
helicall gears, splines and non-involute shapes.
Kapp and PfauterJKapp machines cover the
complete range of gear sizes up to 4000 mm.

eNe earbide finishi'ng
CNO finishingl of hardened gears using carbide
tools is no longer a research, project The
process is being applied to the production of
automotive transmission gears of outstand ing
q,uallty, with noise' and load performance
rivaling ground gears ... ali at a lower cost-per-
piece. The key to achieving these' remarkabl'e
results is an equafry remarkable' eNC gear
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The Advanced Technology of
LEONARDO DA VINCI

1452-1519

Through Leonardo's drawings. I[ IS possible to
see him as the forerunner of the Industrial
Desiqner. HIS drawings show great thorough-
ness and attention to technical detail. It has
been possible [Q bUild perfect working models
from rus sketches It seems incongruous. [here-
fore. that although his models were feasIble and
could have been profitable For him. he never
tried [0 complete hISwork. Yet. ItlIS seems com-
patible with Leonardo's character. While he had
a great CUriOSItyfor everything around him. he
seemed interested only In findJng a solutton [Q

a problem. Once discovered. understood and
resolved. he seemed [Q lose Interest and moved
on to anomer problem.
This month's cover sketch is a motor with gear-
wheels. It 15 one of Leonardo's stuoes of clock
mechanisms. ThIS device. which IS more com-
plex than hIS other designs. illustrates an upper
rim of the spnng barrel whIch has teeth that

, engage a spiral volute proportIoned like a fusee.
There are t"NO screws on the aXISof rhe volute.
One has the same pitch as the sprial on me con-
ical gear and me other actuates a worm wheel,
PInion and rack to vary the posrtlOn of the spnng
barrel ThiS accommodates the variable center
distance reqUITed by the conical gear.
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The C- I-Ie Gea,rGrinderTlhat
Knows What,---,to, 00-- WIle-- - - n to 00, It a--nd- Doe- - It'' - - ••• - - --- - ••• - _ 5, -.

Now, for the first time, a fully CNC 6-axis precision gear
grinder is available to creep or conventional grind inter-
nal or external spur or helical, g,eers up to 20-in. dia. with
either vitrified or CBN wheels. Equipped with automatic
stock dividing, the new Savoir Faire can be set-up tor
either single point, rotary disc or continuous form dress-
ing. An electronically-controlled rotary table provides the
required accuracy for lead generation and indexing.

Call or wr,jte Jim lFerrett, V.P. Marketing, for information
and details on this significant development in gear
grinding capability.

~
~
NA,TIIONAL BROACH a IMACHIINE
A DIV,ISION OF LEAR SIEGLER, IINC.

17500 TWENTY-THREE MILE ROAD· MT. CLEMENS, MICHIGAN 48044 USA· TELEPHONE 313/263-0100
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XC"I'I~S 1~lt()'11'IIEEDIT('It'S Df:Sli
While on holiday in England dUring July, my thoughts
for [hIS page were on the proposed changes to our tax
law, and how they would adversely affect America's
industry. But with the President undergoing cancer
surgery. Congress deadlocked on defiCIt reduction and
the budget on the back burner, nothing new was being
said or done regarding a new tax law. Therefore. WIth
nothing of Import to our industry to reflect upon, I
decided to share an experience that I thought would be
of interest.

A few years ago, an English friend of mine, lain Exeter,
bought a company called B.L.E. Engineeflng.
manufacturer of modified and racing versions of Jaguar
automobiles, known as Lister Jaguars. During my visit.
he secured a raCing track at Bruntingthorpe for some of
rus fflends and customers, and for my wife and me to
put some cars through their paces. under simulated
semi-race conditions.

The day was alypical in every way, from the clear blue
skies and sunshine [remember. thiS was in England) to
the startling array of motorcars: an XJ l3 Style Invicta
Racer, powered by a 5.7 liter VI 2 440HP engine With 6
dual downdraft Webbers sitting behind the dnver,
driven through a Z-F transaxJe; a Jaguar XJ5 lister Racer
with a 5 7 liter 400HP engine, which was to race the
next day at Donnigton; a 5 7 XKE Lister with 6 dual
downdraft Webbers; a TVR 3501. !a fast and beautiful
car which we don't see in the U.S.); a Ferrari 5! 2BB
Boxer and other, more "normal" cars.

For about six hours we roared around the track. trying
to push these cars to their limit. I did some crrcuits In the
Invicta With Roger Mac, [he celebrated race driver at the
wheel, to get an Idea of what the limit is really like:

lain Exeter and M G With XJ lI~[er Racer

unbearable heat, the smell of burning rubber, the
deafening roar of the engine, and the tires operating at
the limit of their ability to stick to the ground -
exhilaratingl lain's son Tim lost control of the XJS Racer,
with me as a passenger, and we wound up in a wheat
field, but fortunately there were no serious InJuries.

Dr. Pooler and the boys at Ford have their Cobras, the
guys at Chevy their 'vettes, and Chrysler their muscle
cars, but It's a rare opportunity to drive some of
Europe's exotica.

Good fun was had by everyone - a most enjoyable
and unforgettable day. Thanks. lain!

SeptemberjOcto:ber 1i985 5
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"INDUSTRY FORUM" Iprovldesan
opportunity for .readers to dIscuss
pro.blems and' questions facIng
our Industry.

P,lease ad'clress your ,questions
a,nd answers to: INDUSTRY
DISCUSSION'. ,G,EAR TECHNO-
LOGY, P.'O.• Box 1426. Elk ,Grove
Village. IL 60007.,

LeHer,s lubmltted'to this col-
umn become the' property of
GEAR'T,ECHNOLOGY.INameswill
be w.lthhel'd' ,u:pon .request;
however;. no anonymous leHers
willi be_,published. -'Oplnlon$ ex-
pressed' by ,contributors are not
necessarily those ,orthe editor or
IPubllshJngstaH'.
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6 Gear Technology

Dear Editor:

Your May! June issue contains a
letter from Edward Ubert of Rockwell
International with some serious ques-
tions about specifying and measuring
tooth thickness. AGMA isworking on
a new standard [AGMA 231.xXj
which addresses these problems in
more detail than anything now in
print. Because this is a working drafl:
and not a published standard, i[ is not
yet available for general distribution.
The committee is reviewing the docu-
ment and it will probably reach the
"committee comment" stage this
year. If Mr. Ubert would like to review
the document and make comments
on it, he should contact AGMA.

I suspect that the discrepancy
which he encounters in using pins to
check gears with low numbers of
teeth and high helix angles is a func-
tion of the pins rocking in the mesh
as he makes his measurement. It is
generally better to use balls for
measuring helicals since pin measure-
ments are hard to reproduce.

Another possible source of prob-
lems is in the use of measurement
over two pins to determine backlash.
Since backlash is a function of runout
and center distance as well as tooth
thickness, and runout problems are
not shown by a two pin measure-
ment. it is conceivable that the radius
over one pin or ball would give Mr.
Ubert more reliable results.

Addendum modifications can be
used on any gear set. They merely af-
fect the operating center distance, not
the interchangeability. All gears of the
set will be interchangeable if they
have the same normal base pitch and
base helix angle.

This SUbject is very long and com-
plicated. There is not complete agree-
ment on the best ways 'to do these
measurements, although everyone
agrees on the mathematics. The ef-
fects of gear quality variation (lead,
profile, pitch and runout) on tooth
measurement are the whole subject
of the new AGMA standard and
can't be covered in one letter.

Don McVittie
The Gear Works
Seattle, WaShington 98108



Now you can have'
Quality-assu~ed,master gages

through our computerized
gear and spline OC system

Mastergears which
remain constant for yealS
Now M 5. M Precision Systems of-
fers complete designing and manu-
facturling of master gears used in
sll types of gear inspeetien proce-
dures ... setting, ro'lling and siz,ing
masters- spu-r and helical. Accu-
racy levels required for master
reference, ac inspection or pro-
,duction ,grades are assured thmugh
l,esting with our computer-con-
trolled Model 2000 ac System-
the' lindustry standard for auto-
mated 'gear and spline testing'.

Shown above lis the 2000 ac
system at work checking a.master
gear. The bl'ow up at the' right
shows the simpl'e system trans-
ducer scanning a master gear for
true universal 'gear inspection. Also
shown is a printout of an invollute
c:heck made under total computer
controt

Iwe also make quallty-
assured sDllne gages
Our IPluglgages and ringl'9ages
are manufactur.ed under the same
strict inspection proeedures as
our master ,gears. We make set-
ting', aUgnment, and 'GO/NO
GO masters lin a variety of configu-
rations such as sector, involute,
serrated, tapered, and helical.DEGREES QF ROLL

Other related products now avau-
able include:

• Comparators
• Rotolocl< Arbors
• Master Worms
• Helical Spline Plugs and Rings
• Index Plates
• Broaching Rings

For quotations or applications
information, wri,te'or call M & M
Precision Systems, 300 Progress
Rd. West Carrollton, OM 4544'9.

(513) 859-8273,. Ask for our QC
Master Gage brochure.

M&.M PRSCISION
__ SYSTEMS

AN ACME CLEVELAND COMPANY

Strict, automated quaHty control is
inherent in every manufacturing
stage and, upon part completion,
every aspect 01 material stabmly
and dimensiona'i accuracy is
checked again so that our master
gears will give you years of con-
stant service. Before Shipping, indi-
vidua!llproduct records of every
product are reviewed and certified.
Calibration certihcates, traceable to
~he Nationall Bureau of Standards
are supplied.
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Calculation of Spur Gear Tooth Aexibility
by the Complex Potential Method

A. Cardau
G. V. Tordion

Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, Laval University
Quebec, P.Q./ Canada G1K7P4

In trod ucHon
Calculation 01 gear tooth flexibility is of interest for at least

two reasons: (a) It controls, at least in part, the vibratory
properties of a transmission system hence, fatigue resistance
and noise: (b) it controls load sharing in multiple tooth
contact.

Earlier works on that subject are by Walkeri] 2! and by
eber, I from the experimental and analytical point of

view, respectively. More recently, the finite element method
has been used?"" as well as a modified beam theory, nO)

The Complex Potential Method (CPNI). based on the con-
formal mapping of a tooth profile onto the half plane, is
another interesting approach in that it provides analytical ex-
pressions for. stresses and displacements. The ccuracy of the

ults thus obtained depends only on the accuracy at the
conformal transformation. Details on the CPM method can
be found elsewhere.in.H)

Calculation of tooth flexibility by the Complex Potential
Method has already been presented by Premilhat et al.,a;
However, two difficulties were pointed out in that paper,
which do not occur in stress calculations: (a) the indcter-
minacy 01 the displacements; (b) the singularity at the point
of interest, that is the teeth contact point. The first problem

MIt ALAIN CAROOU is Ii professor of mechanical mgimerll1g
ut Lwai UtlivC'Tsity, QUl'bec City. Canada. Dr. Cardau T£'Ce1t)rd I1is
BS from Ecole Natirmille Superif!Ure de Mecrmiqu2. France, and 11is
MS U'1d PhD from tile Urrit'ersity of MinllesCJtu, ill the olI1Ft! of
Mechanics and Materials. He is conductillg researci: on the Strl'55 and
strength anal~is of various mec}u.micQI elt"m~nts. HI? is a member
of ASME.

MR. GEORGES V. TORD[ON is II profes.sor of m~clumkul
engi'leeri'18 ut Laval Unwel'5ity. QUl?bec City. Canada. After rereiL'-
ing his engineering degree from ITle Swiss Fedeml 1)15titj(t~ of
Technology ill Zurith, he i.L'orked for the Escher-Wyss Co., Zundr,
He becr:llIIl' a mechmucal englll!"l!n'ng professor Qt the Zurich State
Collegl! of &rgilleeri/18 in Wintnt/mr and .. later, at Laval University.
His mam researcn inieres: has always been in gear. technology:
kinf'lllath:s yr!llmics, strength, production, lubrication. He ;$ II

member of ASM£ and Qcaciemic;member of AGMA In 1983, lie
rec(!iwd tJ1f! AGMA 'Edward P. Connell iJ..1£frd in recognition of
his contribution tl1 the adv!lIIced gear l't'SParch (Did engineering educa-
tiOlt. He is a member of IfToMM (International FederatWn [or, the
Theory of Mac1rines and Mechanisms), and the Frellch language editor
of t/~' Journal 'Of MUl'hines and MecJumisms.

was not addressed in reference, [8, while the second was cir-
cumvented by calculating deflections on the tooth axis in-
stead of at the contact point, thus losing the effect of local
compression. The present paper is an attempt to show how
these two problems can be dealt with in order to obtain a
more accurate value of tooth flexibility at each point (If tne
line of action for a given pair of spur gears. IJt.t<liled calcula-
tions can be found in reference. (13)

Basic Displacement Equations
It has been shownC1ti that, for one tooth protruding out

of a half plane, and subjected to a concentrated normal force
W (Fig. 1), displacements 11 and "I) are given by:

(I)

where 11l (r) is the conformal mapping of the tuoth profile:

and the potentials I1lCt) and", (I) are given by:
¢'(ib~ ,
w·(ib.) (31

p a~ ¢(-ibd
+ i...t -.-.. 'f)

k-! t+,,,,. w', -I 41

Coordinates (x,y) in the a-plane are in inches,~hat is. they
correspond to a diametral pitch P = 1. For any other pitch,
one should multiply them by 11 P. The same remark applies
to the various figures of this paper.

(4)

Parameters c. tlk' ble (k "" 1. 2.... , 11) h,IVl' to be cal-
culated for each given profile. Once they ars known, one sees
that displacements Il and tI can be obtained from equation

Table 1 Conformal mapping parameters: standard A:GMA
profile 120 teeth, 20 deg)

llIi-
71--~----~~--~O~.2~4=92~4l-30~S-------------
2 0.101283187
3 0.011811730
4 0.001711074

0.435215170
0.099594373
0.020010559
0.004242494
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FIg, l·-ConFonnal mapping of a spur gear tooth.

(1), As an example, transformation parameters for a stan-
dard AGMA profile (20 teeth, 20 deg pressure angle) are given
in Table 1. Explicit formulas yielding u and v in terms of these
parameters have already been reported by Cardou and
Tordion'l!' and are much too cumbersome to be repeated
here.

However, potentials p'(r) and w(r). and thus u and u, are
defined within an arbitrary constant. Besides, the elastic
domain being semi-infinite, they are unbounded as z (or r)
tends to infinity. However, for large enough z, ¢ and 1/1 are
equivaleru to their log (r - 50) term, showing that u and
v increase very slowly. finally u and v are singular for r =
r0' that is neal' the loading point.

Indeterminacy of Displaoements
Although a minor problem from the mathematical point

of view, indeterminacy of displacements cannot be treated
lightly for practical applications. Indeed, a shift in the
dispIacements yields a corresponding increase or decrease of
the tooth flexibility. If one compares the displacements or flex-
ibility curves published by various authors, (see, for exam-
ple reference), (9) one notices that, although very similar in
shape, they appear shifted born one another; the shifts are
so large that one can get values differing by more than 100
percent for a given tooth,

The way to eliminate the arbitrary constants is to select
a. reference point and subtract its displacements from those
obtained at the point of interest with the same formulae.
Alternatively, an equivalent approach is to define a.point as
fixed in the solid. The disagreement between published
displacement curves seems to come mainly from the selec-
tion of a reference point (or of a fixed boundary).

"0 Gear Technologly'

]t is shown in Fig. 2 how nondirnensional displacements
u and v vary along the axis of a. standard tooth under tip
loading. For example, if one takes the reference point on the
axis, at 3.4/ Pfrom the pitch circle, the displacement u at the
tip is 15,3, At 5.41 P it is 15 ..6,. and at 7.5/ P it is 15.7, a varia-
tion of less than 1 percent. Thus, it is important to select the
reference point deep enough. However, beyond a certain
depth, displacements vary very slowly. For thin rim gears,
the reference point should of course, be chosen within the
rim (and rim deformation should be taken into account
separately).

In the follow.ing study, 'the reference point .is taken on the
tooth axis at twice the tooth height under the root circle. For
a standard AGMA profile, this corresponds to a depth oJ
4.SIP from 'the root circle or 5,7SI? from the pitchcircle.

Displacements at tlle Contact Point
In 'order to obtain the flexibility of a given pair of mating

teeth,one has to obtain the displacement component of the
contact point in the direction of the line of action. However,
as mentioned earlier, equations (1) to (4) have been obtained
for a concentrated load W, which makes these equations
Singular precisely at the contact point. Three approaches may
be considered to avoid that problem:

(a) Calculate the displacements on the line of action at a
given depth under the surface. This approach has been
used in reference, (8) where the selected point is the in-

Fig . .2-Tooth axis displacements for tip loading (Standard AGMA pFofile,
20 teeth. 20 deg).
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tersection between tooth axis and line of action. By do-
ing so, one loses the local pressure displacements.

(b) Instead of a concentrated load, take a distributed one
and recalculate the potentials. This is, of 'course, the
mathematically exact approach. However, it leads to
very cumbersome calculations only to gel a correct
displacement field near the load. Moreover, these expres-
sions depend in a nonlinear fashion on the pair of mating
gears, and on the load transmitted,

(c) Utilize the point load solution and correct it near the
point of contact. ]n this approach, one considers that in
the immediate neighborhood of that point, displacements
behave in the same fashion as for a half plane under the
same type of load, either concentrated or distributed. It
is indeed possible, in this case, to, establish a relation-
ship between the two types 01 solution and apply it to
the tooth problem. This is shown in the following.

Displacements for points on the line of action, calculated
with the poin't load solution are shown in Fig. 3, for 'three
locations of the contact point. Itappears that the shape of
the curves for points near the surface are almost identical
thus showing thai the displacement gradient at those points
is independent of the shape of the solids in contact. This leads
us to the hall-plane problem,

The Hall-Plane SoIution .
Nondimensional displacement Vl'o on the axis of a normal

load W acting on a half plane is given, within a constant, by:

2(1 _ ...2)1 I. + "
'VPu :::;:\' ...(O,y) = loglyl- --

11" 211"

Now, consider aaelliptic pressure p (Fig. 4):
2W

p=--..Jb2-x1
Tb2

(5)

such that - fIb PmJ"w=_.:.....=""
2

I

1\ Illp lo.dlnll--
1\
'1\~I<:h ,poT' lo.dlngl

i ~Io.dlnll

11\
~ lo':d 'on h,,1f 1I,I"n.

(wU:i'lin • ,c.o.nll.nt)

12

10

8

6

4

2

o
O.01/IP o.02/P '0.03/P

DEPTH UNDER CONTACT IP,OIINT

Fig. 3 - Displacement S of points located on the line of ction versus dept h
under the surface; point load at tip. pitch point. and fool of tooth; com-
parison. with corresponding h If-plane elution.

Using Westergaard's potentials, [5) one finds the
corresponding displacement ofa Hertz elliptical di tribution
load, within a constant, as:

21'( 1 + 1') y [J (y) 2 y]-+ - .. I.+ -. + -:- + C (8)
11" b'· b . b

Nomenclature

Qk, bk, c
b
C
E
h

conformal mapping parameters
= width of contact zone
'"'" arbitrary constant

Young's modulus
depth under the contact poin.t Ear equivalent
displacement calculation
imaginary constant I~- ..J - 1

P contact pressure
P' = diametral pitch

u,vdispla.cements in :c, y directions, respectively
VH = displacement corresponding to an elliptically

distributed load (Hertz' theory)
vp = displacement corresponding to a point load

vHo' vPo - displacements along y~axis, alt x = 0
W = normal lcad/wtdth

x,y = z-plane coordinates (diametral pitch P = 1)

:z = defines the location of any material point in the
plane z = x + iy

Zo location of contact point. in the z-plane
(3 angle between x-axis and line of action (II\!)
o - displacement of points of the line of action in

its direction
00 displacement of contact point
t location of a material point in the conformally

transformed plane t= E + ifj
k material. constant Ie = 3 - 4v
v .... Poisson's ratio

w

z,y,fJ,~
v"o

- Lames parameter po. = E/2 (1 + vI
t~plane coordinates
complex potentials
conformal mapping function, z = w(t)
complex conjugates of corresponding functions
nondlmensional displacements v = uE/Wo -
oE/W



x.

(b)

fig. 4 - Half-plane cases: (a) elliptically distributed load (b) point load.

Obviously, far enough from the boundary, solution (8)
should converge to solution (5), Thus, letting y tend to -
oe in equation (8) and comparing with equation (5) yields
the constant C:

I+v[ b I]c= -.- 2(1. - v)log - + ,f/- -
1f 2 2

(9)

Thus, in the case of the elliptic load, displacement at the
boundary point .::t = Y = 0 is obtained from equations (8)
and (9):

I+ II [ b I ]Vfj (O)=C=-- 2(l-v)log- +11--
-0 '11'!' 2 2 (to)

Typical curves YPoand YHoare represented in Fig. S..One
sees that, at certain depth Yo under the surface (Fig. 6):

VH,,(O)=Vpo (Yo)
Letting h = Iyo II, this relation yields:

bh= -e,12(1-.)

2

(In

(12)

a simple linear relationship between hand b. For example
for v =, 0.3:

h=O.6195b (13)

Thus, considering that, in the immediate neighborhood of
the contact point, relative displacement solutions are prac-
tically identical for the tooth and half-plane problems, equa-
tion (U) allows one to. usethe point-load solution to calculate
displacements at a distance h below 'the surface, on the line
of action. These displacements are then equal to those aris-
ing from an elliptically distributed load. Parameterb has to

12 'Gear Technology

2.

fig. S-Half-plane solutions: comparison of displacements vI/a (b = 0.1,
0.2) and vPo (b = 0).

y

fig. 6- Equivalent depth h for surface displacement calculation.

be calculated using the classical Hertz formulas(14J and will
depend on the mating gears (size and material), on the load
transmitted, and on the locationon the line of action, since
profile curvature varies from point to point.

Calculation of Tooth lFIexibility
Fig. 7 shows nondimensionai displacement curves 50

calculated for a standard AGMA profile (30 'teeth, .20 deg)
asa function of the contact point abscissa on the line of ac-
tion and for depths h = 0.0015 in., 0.01 in., 0.1 in. under
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Fig. 7-'Displacement 00 versus abscissa of load on line of action; standard
AGMA gear (30 teeth. 20 deg); calculation depths; h - 0.0015 in., 0.01 in..
0.1 in. under contact point

the surface. It is important to note that these curves are in-
dependent of the absolute dimensions of the gear. The flex-
ibilitycurve obtained by Comell(1O) for the same profile is
also shown in Fig. 7. It does not indude the local deforma-
tion since that deformation would depend on the mating gears
geometry, as well as on materials and transmitted loads.

Indeed, for a given pai:r of gears, and a given tangential
load W, one has to cakulatethe corresponding depth of
calculation h at each loading point, The resulting flexibility
curve is shown in Fig. 8 for the particular case of a pair of
identical standard AGMA gears with the following
characteristics:

number of teeth:
pr-essure angle':
pitch P:
material:
pressure at pitch point:

20
20 deg
1
steel
200 MPa

Besides, if the contact ratio is taken into account, there is
a decrease in the load W when two pairsare in contact.
Paradoxically, the flexibi.lity curves seems to indicate a
slightly higher nomina] deflection in that case than when only
one pair is in contact. This is due to the fact that for a given
pressure at pitch point contact pressure is lower in the dou-
ble contact region, yielding a smaller contact width b, and
a smal.1er depth h. Thus, nondimensional flexibility curves
60 = c5E/W are discontinuous between single and double

contact f,egions, owing to the fact that contact pressure is
nonlinearly related to W.

In the load-sharing case, one should calculate deflections
iteratively since pairs of gears, at a given instant, have at dif-
ferent flexibility. Thus to know how they share the total load
W, one has to know the flexibility curve.

That effeet on nondimensional displacement 00 = oeEI W
is due mainly to the Hertz effect (local compression), which
varies as W" ,and it is easily verified that very little
discrepancy is obtained on the nondimensional flexibility
curve by letting each pair in contact share the load equally,
The approximate curve thus obtained can then be used to
calculate the real distribution ..

Finally, the global flexibility curve fora given pair of gears.
is obtained by adding the separate curves for each gear. fig.
9 shows the case of a pair of identical standard AGMA gears
with indicated parameters. The CPM flexibility curve is com-
pared with that obtained using Weber's approach. In this case,
agreement is quite good except for a shift of one curve with
with respect to theother, due to a diHerent way of selecting
a reference point.

Conclusion
It has been shown how expressions obtained through CPM,

in the point load case, can be used to calculate displacements
at the contact point of a given pair of spur gears, First a pro-
per reference point has to be selected; then, displacements
have to be calculated ata certain depth under 'the surface.
That depth has been shown to vary linearly with th width

11.~----~-------r----14,-r------+-----~r--Y.~-i

"l~ I
• CHABERT ET AL. [71

17 !Htl1- FE...,

~-----4-----+---10 I

-ZIP -lIP PITCH liP
ROOT POINT

UP
TIP

FIg. ,8- Di~l;I1acement Eo versus abscissa of 10 d on. line of action for a stan-
dard AGMA gear (20 teeth, 20 deg) meshing with an identical gear; max-
imum pressure at pitch point: 200 MPa. P ... 1.
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of the contact zone as calculated from Hertz's theory. Con-
tact width may be calculated at each point on the line of ac-
tion and depends in a nonlinear fashion on absolute dimen-
sions, material properties and transmitted load. This being
known, the flexibility curve for the given pair of gears may
be obtained, including the load sharing effect. Comparison
with published results by Weber, (3) Chabert, (7) and
Cornen(lO} shows good agreement regarding the shape' of
flexibility curves, except for a slight shift between these
curves, which is due, probably, to the selection of different
reference points.
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Hob, Length Effects
Y. KOllyar

American Pla.uter
ELk Grove ViUage, IL

Hobbing is probably the most popular gear manulactur-
ing process. Its inherent accuracy and productivity makes it
a logical choice for a wide range of sizes. Hobbing is suc-
cessfully used for both roughing and. finishing processes,
depending on the accuracy required. Recent developments
in cutting tool technology, such as coatings and improved
materials, have proven hobbing processes to be even more
competitive,

Optimum selection and utilization of cutting tools is essen-
Hal for successful and economical gear hobbing. Hob mate-
rial, feed and speed rates, gear material and hardness all
influence hob performance. Hob length selection and its
proper utilization can have a greater eHe·ct 'on performance
than is usually realized.

Hob utilization would be ideal. if all hob cutting edges
undergo an even cuttin.g load, and consequently even wear.
Unfortunately, in reality, only part of the hob is engaged in
hobbing at a time, and even along this engagement zone
cutting load is distributed unevenly. This causes some hob
cutting edges to wear out more quickly than others. Hob
shifting is used to oHset this phenomenon. Hob wear distribu-
tion analysis helps to determine the benefit from utilizing the
entire hob length, as well as the advantages from using longer
hobs.

Cutting action divides hob length into four specific zones:
non-usable, roughing, generating and shifting.

The non-usable zone is not suitable :for metal removal,
because the hob teeth in this area are not fully developed.
This section is about one to one and a half pitches in length.

The roughing zone is the area where usually significant
material removal occurs. Length of this zone is a function
of gear-hob geometry, but depends primarily on the number
of teeth on the gear. A relatively long roughing zone results
in a more even distribution of cutting loads and creates a
smoother cutting action. A very short roughing zone, occur-
ring when hobbing gears withsmall numbers of teeth, creates
excessive wear, due to the large amount of material removal
per hob cutting edge. In this case, it is usually recommended
to use a hob with a larger number of gashes.

The third region on the hob is designated the generating
zone, as the involute is actually generated here. As such, it
is critical that only sharp hob teeth operate in this area, The
direction of shifting or movement of the hob, in relation to
the workpiece, should be made so that the shiH brings fresh
hob teeth into the generating zone, and moves slightly worn
teeth from the generating zone to the roughing zone. The
generating zone repr-esents the theoretical absolute minimum
of hob length required to generate a gear. Locating this zone
on the hob is essential for relative hob - workpiece posi-
tioning.

The remaining hob length, the "shifting zone", represents
the amount of hob shift available. Avai]abiJity of this zone

1,6 Gear TechnologV

makes it possible to offset the hob once part of it is worn out.
The so-called "engagement zone" is the sum of roughing

and generating zones, The ratio between total. hob length and
length of engagement zone can be named "relative hob
length", [t is a more universal criteria to describe a real hob
length value.

Fig. 1shows wear distribution when the hob-workpiece
relative position remains the same. Some of the hob cutting
edges are wom out to the extent that further use may result
in catastrophic breakage. Hob resharpening is necessary at
this point, despite the fact that most of hob cutting edges are
still suitable tor hobbing.

If there is a provision for changing the hob-workpiece
relative position (if hob length is greater than length of
'engagement zone) cutting load can be redistributed as some
'cutting edges. wear out. Fig. 2 represents a wear pattern Ior
longer hobs which are shifted alan optimum rate. Compar-
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ing Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, one can see that a greater percentage
of hob length is being utilized in the latter case.

As an example, compare 'the performance of two hobs, one
short and one long (Fig. 3). The length of the "short" hob is
the sum of the engagement and non usable zones. The long
hob is twice as long as the short hob. Reviewing the wear
distribution charts, one can see that the short hob should be
resharpened when approximately fifteen percent of the total
hob length has been efficiently used. On the other hand, the
long hob should be resharpened when approximately sixty
percent of the total hob length is efficiently used.

Let's assume that the length of the short hob is equal to
L, and the length of the long hob equals 21. Then the effi-
ciently used hob length is as follows:

small hob 15% X L
long hob 60 % x .2L

The ratio of efficiently used long and short hob lengths
or the actual gain from using the longer hob:

60% X 2L = B
15% x L

This particular example indicates that 800% more gears can
be cut by using a hob twice as long. Generally, the gain from
using a longer hob can be calculated by:

Gain = I(length of longer hob) I (length of shorter hob)]n

HOB
.W.EAFI!

r: WEAR, 1)ISTR1BUllON
I ON SH.OFl!T HII8
I

WWIi
- DISTRIBUTION

011 lONGI HII8

ENIlAGEME.NIT
ZONE

Fig. J

RELATWE HOB
IiiENGnt

2 3

Fig.4J __ J
where n is obtained from Fig. 4 as a function of relative hob
length. It can be noted that after the relative hob length ex-
ceeds a value of three, additional gain is almost proportional
to hob length.

The above method can also be used to estimale the loss
when the initial hob placement, in relation to the workpiece,
is incorrect. For example, take the case of a hob, five inches
in length, mispositioned by 0.5 inch, (a ten percent error).
This gives the five inch long hob a working length of four
and a half inches. Assuming that one and one half times the
engagement zone of this hob is equal to 4.5 inches, in the
above equation, n would beset equal to three (see Fig. 4).
Plugging in the numbers, one can see that the loss from us-
ing a five inch long hob, with an effective length of four and
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a half inches. is 27.1 %, almost three times as much as the
initial error of 10% .

. (4.5)3Ratto = .5 = ,729

Loss = (1 - 0.729) X 100% = 27.1 %

Fig. 5 shows the pattern of hob cost per workpiece as a
function of relative hob length. considering that other cost
influencing parameters remain the same. Cost figures are ar-
bitrary and can be used only for comparison purposes.

Proper attention to hob length affects a substantial increase
in hob life and time between resharpening. This leads to max-
imum tool and machine utilization, significantly reducing tool
costs per workpiece while increasing productivity.

Obviously, dose monitoring of hob wear distribution is
necessary in order to benefit from the hob length effect. It
is a rather easy task for mass production. For low quantity
production, when the hob is frequently removed from the
machine. it becomes a more difficult, but not impossible task.
especially when utilizing hobbing machines with computer-
ized controls.

APPENDIX

Method Eor calculating length DE roughing, generating, and
engagement zones:

L GENERATING ZONE
Fig. 6 shows the generating zone in a transverse plane. The

generating zone can be divided into two subzones:

A - length for generating dedendum
B - length for generating addendum

18 Gear Technology

Fig. 6

It is important to know the value of both of these lengths.
Then, by doubling the greater length, one can determine the
total engagement zone in the transverse plane.

A=Ded/tan(TPA)

where: Ded- gear dedendum
TP A- transverse pressure angle

The length "B" can be determined as an Xceordinate of
the intersection of the workpiece's outside diameter with the
action line by utilizing formulas for a circle and a straight line ..

The equation for the outside diameter of the workpiece:

Xl + y2 = (WO/2)2

where: WD- outside diameter of workpiece
The equation of the line of action:

Y = PD/2 + X X tan(TPA)

where: PD- pitch diameter of the workpiece
By solving this system of two equations, one determines

the coordinates of the two intersections of the line of action
with the outside diameter of the gear. Only one of the two
intersections is to be considered.

B = X = -b + .Jb2 - 4 X a X c
2 X a

where: a = 1 +tan2 (TPA)
b= PD X tan(TPA)
c = (PD/2)l - (WD/2)2

Thus, the total generating length "L" in the transverse plane
is as follows.

L = 2 X A
L=2XB

if A->B
if B>A

To determine the actual hob generating zone. one can pro-
ject the length "L" onto the axis of hob rotation:

Generating zone: Lg = Llcos(q)

where: q - swivel angle of the hob
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Fig. 7

2. ROUGHING ZONE
The method shown below for determination of the

roughing zone is valid for both spur and helical gears. The
intersection of the 0.0. of the hob with 'the0.0. of the
workpiece is a 3-dimensional curve. The curve projection on
a plane is an ellipse.

On fig. 7 one can see that the distance from the pivot point
to the start of roughing zone can be found from the triangle
OPQ:

OP-QP X tan(q)

where QP can be determined by considering cross section AA
perpendicular to the center line of the hob and tangent to
the ellipse mentioned above.

This intersection is shown on Fig. 8. where the ellipse is
the cross section of the gear. and the circle is the cross sec-
tion of the hob. Placing a coordinate system at the ellipse
center allows writing equations of the circle, the ellipse, and
the line passes through the circle center and the common point
of the circle and the ellipse.

2.1 Hob circle:

where: HD~ hob outside diameter
Xo- coordinate of the circle center
Vo = WD/2 + HO/2 - wd coordinate of the circle
center

where: wd- whole depth of the tooth

.2.2 Workpiece ellipse: (X/a)2 + (VIbf - 1

where: a=WDI2 X sin(q)
b,.,WD/2

major radius of the ellipse
minor radius of the ellipse

2.3 Line; (V-Vo)= (X-Xo)/tan(t5)

From the characteristics of an ellipse, tan(!5) can be obtained

Fig. 8 View .A·A

as a function of known, values:
tan(tl} X tan US) = (b/a)Z
tan(m = Y/X

so tanto) = (b/a)2 X (X/Y)

Consequently the equation 2.3 can be rewritten a foUow :

2.3 Line: (Y-Yo) = (X-Xo)/( (b/a)~ X (X/Y) )

To solve this system of three equations with three
unknowns (X. Y, Xo), one can isolate Y and get an equati n
of the 4'th degree as follows:

](A X y4 + KB X Vl + KC X y2 +KD X Y + KE - 0

where: KA = (dr X .1)2 - bZ

dr """ sinz (q)
KB = (2 X Yo X b2) - (2 X Yo X aZ X dr2)
KC - (b X rh)2 - (Yo X b)z + (Yo, X dr X all

- (dr X a X b)2

rn - HD/2
KD = 2 X Yo X (dr X a X b)2
KE = (-1) (Yo X dr X a X b)z

This equation can be solved by Newton's approximation
method. where each next iteration value is calculated by th
formula:

Yn - Vn-1 - F(Yn-1)/F'(Yn-1)

where: F(Y) = ](A X y' + KB X yl + KC X yl +KD
X Y + KE
F(Y) is first derivative of the function F(Y)

(continued OM page 48)
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Single Flank Data Analysis, and Interpretation

Introduction
Much of the information in this arti-

cle has been extracted from an ACMA
Technical Paper, 'What Single Flank
Testing Can Do For You", presented in
1984 by the author,(1)

Single flank gear testing is a subject of
increasing interest. AIthough it has been
widely used and understood in Europe,
its use has remained relatively rare in. this
country, However, as the measuring
devices become smaller, less expensive
and have better accuracy and resolution,
they become more attractive as a produc-
tion measuring device,

Single flank testing is concerned with
the measurement of a parameter called
Transmission error. Transmission error
is defined as the deviation of the position
of the driven gear, for a given angular
position of the driving gear, from the
position that the driven gear would
occupy if the gears were geometricaUy
perfed.(2)

Transmission error is generally seen in
the form of a, fairly regular once per
tooth pattern, superimposed on large
waves related to once per revolution type

AIITHOR:

ROBERT SMITH, Senior Manufacturing
Technology Engineer at Gleason Machine
Division.· has DUet thirty years experience in
,the Gear Industry.. Mr. Smith received his
training from Rochester Institute of
Technology, While at Gleason, Mr, Smith's
engineering assignments hRve included ge.ar
methods, manufacturing, .r:esearchand gear
quality. These assignments involved the use
and application of instrumentation for the
study of noise, vibration, and structural
dynamics. From these assignments, he ex-
panded his ideas relating to gear metrology,
Currently, Mr. Smith is chainnanof the
Measuring Methods and Practices and Master
Gear Subcommittee in the American Gear
Manufacturers Association, and is also a
member of the Rochester Indus.trial.Engil1eer-
ing Society and Society of Experim.ental Stress
Ana~ysis.
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accumulated pitch variation (1=p). tooth
to tooth composite-single flank, (EO,
totalecmposite-single flank (Fil. and ef-
fective profile or conjugacy. If two non-
miter test gears are run Itogether,. it is also
possible to evaluate accumulated pitch
variation for each geaj separately, but
the effective profile or conjugacy is the
result of the combined tooth shapes of
the 'two gears. If the gears are miters, i.t
is possible to phase the accumulated pitch
variation of each so ,that Lhe resulting
error is minimized.

Fig. 3 shows the resulting bar graph
from a s.ingle probe/precision index test
superimposed on a single flank test, of
the same gear, run against ,a perfect
master gear.

Ex.am..ining the analog graph of a single
flank test is always the best place to start
with data analysis., The unfiltered, total
information presents a good visual pic-
ture of the overall gear quality, Most in-
struments have provisions for use of high
and [ow pass filters that aid in dle separa-
tion and a.nalysis of tooth to tooth ,type
errors from runout type errors. Also,
viewing analog curves of profile errors
is useful in the determination of correc-
tive actions (See Fig. 4).

REAL TIME ANALYSIS: Many times,
the analog data becomes too complex to
analyze in. that form. This is due 'to
various causes: running two test gears
together, burrs, amplitude or frequency

errers, Noise and vibration excitation is
generally related to the once per tooth
pattern, while accuracy problems are
more generally related to, the once per
revolution ty-pe patterns.

It will be shown later that the study
of noise excitation is more closely related
to profile shape and the involute tooth
form, Gear elements with perfect, rigid,
uniformly spaeed involute teeth transmit
exactly uniform angular velocities, (3)

Measuring Device
A description of the measuring device,

based on optical encoders, will be found
in :rel·erenceU)and.(4) The encoders and
associated electronics generate an analog
signal that is directly related to portions
of mvoluteor profile variation.s, pitch
variation, runout, and accumulated pitch
variation. The graph in Fig. 1 illustrates
a.:recording of a typical 11 X 41 pair of
gears. The data shows two revelutions
of 'tile ring gear. The relationship of these
parameters .of gear geometry to the
generated waveform is also d'escr.ibed' in
the above two references.

Inte:rpret.ationof Data
ANALOG DATA: The recording in

fig. 2 represents one revolution of a
typical gear, run with a perfect master.
Many bits of information can be read
from this graph, These are: burr
amplitude,adjaoent pitch variation (fpt
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your grinding operations? Contact us. Bryant
Grinder Corporation, Springfield, VT 05156,
(802) 885-5161. We'll tell you.

In 81 hurry? Can our
24 houri toll·free ho,tllne,
iI~-800-453·2,iI'OO,IExt. B215.

(iryant®
BRYANT GRIINDE,R 'CORPORATI:ON
a sulbsldlary of
IEx-Cell-O Corporation

CIRCLE A.~eON R£A.DER REPLY CARD
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modulation,. runout of gear and pinion
phasing in and out, flats on tooth sur-
face, de. In these cases, it is useful to use
a real time analyzer which performs a
fast Fourier transform on the data. This
converts the information from the time
domain to the frequency domain.

Fig. 4b shows frequency domain data
fer the same gears, By taking several
averages of the sampled data, it is possi-
ble to read repeatable amplitude values
of the various frequencies contained in
the analog chart. Mark'" breaks this
spectral data into two components. The
"mean" geometric deviation component
for a gear or pinion is defined, as the
tooth surface formed, by taking the
average of all 'tooth surfaces on the
pinion 'or gear under consideration. The
"random" component of the geometric
deviation of a tooth surface is defi.ned as
the deviation of that tooth surface from
the mean. The mean component comes
from intentional or accidental profile
modifications, while the random compo-
nent comes from the runout effects. The
mean component of the geometric devia-
tions gives rise to, the tooth meshing har-
monies of vibratory excitation. Whereas,
the random component of the geometric
deviations gives rise to the rotational har-
monics, and especially, to the sideband
components of the spectrum which oc-
cur at the tooth meshing harmonic Ire-
queneies, plus or minus one or a few
rotational harmonic frequencies.

TIME HISTORY AVERAGING: The
use of time averaging, in the time
domain, is a technique that has seen little
use, so far, in single flank testing.
However, in the future, it should become
very common. It requires the use of an
accurate once per revolution marker
pulse on each shaft. Data from many
revolutions of a given shaft are averaged
together and, therefore, information that
is synchronous with the marker will re-
main, while non-synchronous data will
eventually average to zere ..The advan-
tage of this technique is that it allows one
to separate out elemental errors, such as
once per tooth conjugacy, pitch varia-
tion, and accumulated pitch variation at-
tributabl.e to each individual gear. In Fig.
S, Smith(5i shows the time history data
ofa twin mesh geerbox.as wen as time
averaged data ·of the individual gears in
the same box. Time history averaging of-
fers some very interesting possibilities.
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The State of the Art ...
HURTH CNC HARD OEA

The HURTH hard finisihing' process isan entirely
new.approach to gear manufacture ,andfinishing
because it enables the manutacturer to aUer the
geometry of the teeth while smoothing the tooth
flank surfaces of extemal and lnternashardened
gears. This process can correct errors in preflle,
spacing and lead, as well as such paremeters as
radial runout, pitch and cumul'aUve pitch. The
end product is a more accurate, smoother,.
quleter-runnlnq 'gea'r.

To accornpllsn tbis.the tool fllank and the work
'gear flian,kIbeing machined are positively guidedl
ln such a way that the workpiece and tool are
rigidly lIiinked during machil,ingl with the tool

pe'rtorming a plunge-feed motion for stock
removal . .All right~hand flanks are finished first
The macnlne then reverses and finishes left-
hand flanks. This singll'e-flank contact means no
broken-out tool teeth due to workpiece defects
and permns correction or "redesign" of the
worikpiece gear duringl fli,nishing. -

The tool, either IBorazen· or ceramic" is c.ondi-
tloned and profiledfo,rthe work. gear geometry
and desired stock removal by using a coated
dresstnq master. D'fessiing takes no longier than
the time required to finish one workpiece and
each dressing removes a rnlnlrnal amount of
material from the tool surfaces.



FINISHIN~ MA. ·C-- --N· ES····.- --- -- --u __ _H 1_
STARCUT SUPPLIED PRODUCTS
FOR PRODUCTIVITY
Star Mlachiine T'ools
Sta.nd'ard and CNG Hob Sharpeners
Shaper cutter Sharpeners
CNG Drill and Reamer Sharpeners
Keyseaters

Star 'CuttingTools
Hobs
Form-Re!1ieved Outters
Gun Drills
Gun Fl'eamers
Keyseat CuttersThe hard finishing f)fOCeSS gives the widest range

01applications O'f ai,' post-.f!.ardening gear finishing
melhods. Adjacent shoulders or collars ra'rely pose
serious problems. Gold Star Coatings

HUirth Ma:chine Toolls
Standard & Automatic Keyway and

Slot Milling Machines
Automatic Spline Shaft Milling

Machin,es -
eNC Gear Hobbing Machines
CNG Gear Shaving Maching's
Shaving Cutter Grinding Machines
Gealr Testing Machin,es
CNC Gear Tooth Charnterinq Mia"chin9s
G,ealrDeburrlnq Machines
eNC Hard Gear Finishingl Machiln,es

This .illustration shows the tool finishing the work-
pieoe gear and the ,external' ma'ster gears engaged
to control the operation. Stieber Prec1isi:on Clamping Tools

Planring Fllexible Machilning
Systems

Other .advantages of the' precess:
• AGMA Class 14 achtevabte,
• Definitely no '9lrindliingburns.

Tool marks run diag:onalliy to gear
diameter.

• Pe'rmits machining of gear teethl adiiacent
to shouldera -

• EQuipment is ideal for autcmated work
handl1ing.

Please write or p,.hone for de:tail's on this
(,evolutionary n'ew PU)OBSS.

Farmington Hillis, MI 48024
3113/474-8200 T,e'Iex 230-411

CIROI..E A-14 ON READER REPl.:YCA~RD•
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AUTOMATIC DATA ANALYSIS
(COMPUTERIZED): In order to
minimize the need for a. skilled engineer
or technician to analyze data, computers
and appropriate software packages are
now available for single flank testers.
The computers are programmed to ex-
tract quantitative information, related to
the various measureable parameters,
from the complex analog data. These
values can then be compared to
previously established tolerance limits.
The accept! reject judgements can be
made by computer.

Visual data. can also be displayed in
forms unavailable in the other methods
of data analysis described above. A
typical series of displays would include
the following:

I. Total transmission error
2. Long term component (related to

once I rev .. type errors)
3.. Short term component (related to

once/tooth type errors)
4. Average effective profile error

(average component described in
reference)(3)

5. Velocity and acceleration deriva-
tives of 4 above (to look at the ef-
fect of peak acceleration caused by
displacement waveshape)

6. FFT spectral analysis of data (also
includes velocity and acceleration
displays).

There are many other uses of com-
puterized data analysis, such as master
gear error correction, pitch variation,
accumulated pitch variation, runout,
comparison to AGMA, DIN, ISO,. or
company standards as wen as statistical
quality control and statistical process
control. Fig. 6-6F shows some of this
data.

Advantages of Single Flank Over Double
flank Testing

APPARENT PROFILE ERRORS:
Munro(2) shows how profile errors affect
the motion curves of a gear running with
a master (Fig. 7). Curves of various tooth
shapes are shown for single and double
flank tests.

Double flank testing is a fast, inexpen-
sive way to composite test gears, but it
is usually impossible to interpret the
tooth to tooth data in terms of elemen-
tal or transmission error. This is due to
both sets of flanks being in mesh at one
time.



Single flank composite testing does
measure transmission error directly.
Because the gears runwith ooly one set
of flanks in mesh (with baeklash) it is
possible to interpret the curve in terms
of profile and pitch errors.

Mun'fo, concludes:
1. The single flank It,estalways shows

'the profile error of the flank in
mesh, but not over thewhole of the
flanl<.,

2. The dual flank test gives a com-
posite curve of the two flanks, and
Ithere is no method of ascribing an
error to a particular flank.

3. The dual flank peak to peak value
(tooth 'to,tooth composite error) is
often, but not always, approx-
imately equal to the single flank
peak to peak. va]ue multiplied by
half the cotangent of the pressure
angle.

4. With a barrelled profile error, the
dual flank test gives a waveform
with two peaks. per eooth pitch.

5. The dual flank curve is sometimes
identical for two, quite different sets
of profile errors.

RUNOUT VS.. ACCUMULATED
PITCH VARli~TION: The ability to
check accumulated pitch variation is an
important attribute of single flank
testing. First of all. there is a difference
between "runeut" and "accumulated pitch
variation,· A gear with runout does have
accumulated pitch variation. A gear with
accumulated pitch variation does not
necessarily have runout.

Runout occurs in a gear with a bore
or locating surface Ithat is eccentric from
the pitch circle of the teeth, Runout is
shown. as a variation in depth of a ball
type probe as it engages each successive
tooth slot, Or, it 'can be a large total com-
posite variation, if it is observed on a
single Rank tester.

A gear can be produced, by various
means, that will have liule or no runout,
as described above, and i't will show ex-
cellent results when tested wi.th a ball.
check or by a double flank test. ThiJ hap-
pens when a gear is cut with runout and
then shaved or ground ana machine that
does not have a rigid drive coupling the
tool to the workpiece ..

When ,the gear is cut with an eccentric
pitch eircle, the slots are at dif~erent radii
and angular positions, When the gear is

S8:pfember IOCtober 1985 27



LAINSI'NG GEAR iHOBB!ERS
IINI Att SIZES

IGH8,. 4D.P.$39,990 F.O.B. N.Y.

I Automatic cycle, automatic hob shirt, hyd., counter
bar.. diff., .infeed, ful', set of change geals, 2 hob
arbors, all elactncs. 1 year free service.

GH20, 3D.P,. $34,990 F.O.B. N.Y.

Step feed 3.nd speed, infeed, diff., hyd., counter ,
bal.,full set of change gears, 3 hob arbors, work
mandrel, electnes

GH4·20, 4D.P'. $26,499 F.O.B. N.Y.

Diff., 3 hob arbors, work mandrel overarm, full
set 01 cnange gears, all electrics, hyel counter bal .•
swing away arm.

IMMEDIATE IJEUVElty

20,1·341·7222
24 HOURSERVH:E

JOSEPH MAlAY
MANAGER GEAR PRODUCTS DIVISION
NEW JERSEY BRANCH

:S & S, MACHIIN'!ERY 'COMPANY
36 WILLIAMSBURG DR.

TOMS RIVER, N.J. 08753

CIRCLE A·18 ON READER REPLY CAiRO
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~LEASON AUTOMATED GEAR EVALUATION
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Gear manufacturing
and inspection by MAAG,

10 be seen
at the 6thl E'MO, Hlanover

Elample:
MAA.GSP-42 CNC
Gear Measuring Genler

I CAM I .(Computer Aided
L.. -----'. IMan utoctu ring),

linking via computer the MAAG SP-
42 eNC Gear MeaSUring Center to
the MAAG S[}'36-X Geo-rGrinder
With ES-422 topological control, lor
feed-back 01Checking results and
subsequent automatic machine
adjustment.

~BN' (Cubic Boron
I Nltnde), used for the

inserts In the MHC gear generating
operations, and as an cbroswe for
the wheels in the gear grinding
operations.

I MHC I (MAAG Hard CUf.
tlng), hard finishing

oJlarge gears on MAAG Heavy-Duty
Gear Cutting Machines

ExcluSIVB USA General Soles Agent.

MAAS
ZURICH

MUG GEA!R·WJlEU 'COMPANY LTD.
P.O. Box
CH-B023 Zurich/SWItzerland
Telephone 01/420420
Telall 822704 mzz ch
Fax 01/42 7481 (Gt"'4' 2/30)

MILLER ASSOCIAJES.IINC.
RO.Box 304
New Berlin, WisconSin 53151
Telephone (414) 785-1111
Telelax (414) 785·1115

CIRCLE A·1O ON READE,RREPLVCARD



TMNSMISSICII Of MOTION BETWEEN GEARS
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sl\a.v,ed, it is run with a tool ,that main-
tams a constant rigid center distance, but
is not connected to' the workpiece by a.
drive train. The tool also cuts an equal,
amount of stock from each flank of every
tooth. Therefore, all slots are now
machined to the same radius, from the
center of rotation, and aft! displaced from
true angular pas-.iti.onby varying small'
amounts. The resulting gear has very
small amounts of individual pitch varia-
tions, but has a large accumulated pitch
variations, to which the single flank
tester responds,

These accumulated pitch varialions
have all the undesirable effects of a gea:r
with traditional runout, It w.ould check
"good" by either a ball check or a dou-
ble .flank composite test. Fig. 8 illiustrates
'the advantage of single flank for the two,
situations.
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SillgleAank

Typical Recording'" G.., with Accumulated NdI Vertatlon

Double FlanII

Single Flank

Appli:ca'tion ,of Data.
Before using the single flank: data in an.

application, it is fast necessary to deJine
the problem. There are-three basic areas
of concern: noise, accuracy, and s'trength
or durability, In a genera] way, single
Hank data in the form. of tooth to' tooth
transmission error is related to neise and
vibration; total transmission error is
related to accuracy, and both types relate
to strength in a secondary way. Lead is
the element primarily associated with
strength and this is best measured, by
other means. such as contact patterns.
Fig. 9 isa very generalized chart of cause
and ,eEred relationships ..When evaluating
noise problems, .it is appropriate to run
a sound analysis test with a real time
analyzer to pinpoint the offending 1IO~1:a.~
tionalorder, In most eases, itwill be a!t
tooth mesh frequencies, however, when

Flg.S

running at. very high RPM,. it wiU be at
the once per rev, frequency ..

When it 'comes to accuracy:, all types
of transmission errors will have an effect.
Accumulated pitch variation will nor-
mally be the greatest contnbutor to total
transmlssianerror and inaccuracy.

Case Histories
The following case histories are in-

cluded to demonstrate thecapabiJities of
single flank testing ..

(1) NOISE: Fig. 10 is used to Il-
lustrate the fact that accuracy isn't
neeesary for noise control. It showsa
lapped hypoid pair of gears with a.

- -

relatively large total transmission error
from accumulated pitch and bolt hole
distortions, but with a very low tooth to
tooth fransmission error (less. than
.0001"). This was a quiet pair in the axle.



Application of ngle Flank Data
DEFINI PROBLEMI

PI' ODIIllm c...
Nolle Vehicle ~High F._ -7>100 Hz EIfectIve Proftle

Vehicle ~Low Frequency <100 Hz Accumulated Pilch
V8riaIion

Machine Tools ~ High F'_"'7 EIfective Pralle
Power Transmission -

HighF ..... ·.-... > 100 Hz Effective Profile
Power TransmIsaion -

Low Frequency <100 Hz Accumulated Pilch
Variation

Aircraft DrIves High RPM ~(30,000) Accumulated Pitch
Variation

Problem -~- A .M. e...
Positional Machine tools, indexing S.F. T.T. Composite
Accuracy devices, Gun directors. robots, etc. S.F. Total Composite

Pitch Variation
Accumulated Pitch
V8riation

~. .... ..
"

Strangth ~ Marine & Power Drives Use con1act pattern
Fatique or lead measurements

for primary control
s.F. profile. pitch
variation, & accumu-
lated pitch variation
for~ ruar1control

"-.-owe .........
................... IUCh_

... " ......... Dllnnaeft , ....
0InIal RIlle - HIIcIII-......

-L.-dl!n'ar

£18.9

~'< .0001"
~p.:!" .0001"

Fig. '10

The other pair was an experimensal
ground pair with very low total tJansm:is,.

sion error, but with a very regular high
tooth to tooth error (.,0002·)', This pair
was noisy in the vehicle at first and
fourth harmonics of mesh frequency. In

this case. the vehicle was a van type.
which is ItypicaJlly sensitive to excitation
due to structural dynamics.

(2) NOISE: Fig. 11 shows two lapped
hypoid rear axle sets. Fig. llawas. aeeep-

table in the vehieleand Fig. nb was a
reject because of noise due to the relative-
ly high tooth to 'tooth transmission error,

(3) ACCURACY: Fig. U shows set of
ground high reduction gears used in the
indexjn.g spindle of a machine tool. Fig.
12a shows an unacceptable pair with ex-
cessive pinion runnut (.ooor),. Fig. 12b
shows the next grind after improving the
runout. In this example. it is no longer
possible to,detect a systematic rror from
gear geometry.

(4) ACCUMULATED PITCH VARIA-
TION VS.. RUNOlIT: The Ja t case is
really two different sets of gears il-
lustrating two aspects of Runout and Ac~
cumualted Pitch Variation (Fig.H).
These are sets of final drive helicals used
in the transaxle of a front wheel. drive
passenger car. The problem is related to
a low ffil~quency vibration in. the vehicle,
caused by once per revolution errors in
thepi.nion.

Set number one (high accumulated
pitch v.ariation) caused excessive vibra-
tion tin the vehicle. A double flank cam-
posite test accepted the part. with .'OO2S·
pinion total composite error. However.
'the single Hank test showed ..0135 •
pinion total transmission error .. In 'this
case. the current pinion production test
accepted a bad part.

Set number two (high runout) was ac-
ceptable in the vehicle as far as low fre-
quency vibration. In this example. the
double flank test rejected it because of a
pinion total composite rrer of .'009"
while the single flank test still showed an
acceptable .amount of .003· pinion total
transmission err·or. In this example. Ithe
current double flank production testre-
jected.a part that should have been
passed on ,to assembly.

In the two cases. above. it is evident
that double flank compositeinspecti.on
does not correlate well to the .appHat:ion.
On the other hand, . ingle flan.k com-
posite measurement ,of transmission error
does.

BibUography
}, SM_ITH. R. E.. What Sing! Flank

Measurement Can Do, For You.· AGMA
Papl!l" No. 84FfM2. Fall Technical
Meeting, 1984.

(continued on page 33)
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IF 1.1112" FilM CILDITIRT?

You can, with Mitsubishi's new GA-Series Gear Hobbers!
Here's the reason why you can get

such a consistent accuracy over hours
of continuous running. To maintain
the thermal stability of tbe machine,
the bydraulic oil is maintained to a
constant temperature by a refrigerat·
ing unit and the unit is isolated from
the machine. Tbe 36" wide 3·runway
bed and heavy duly ball screws abo
plays a big role in maintaining bigh
accuracy.

Not only is the machine accurate
but abo can withstand beavy duly cuts
due to the robust construction of the
machine and an AC servo motor
driven direct hob drive mechanism. A
bydraulic:ally controlled backlash
eliminator on the indexing table per-

mits "reverse hand conventional cut-
ling" which gives 4 to 5 times more
cutter life on your tools.

Another prominent feature of the
machine is the conversational
"MENU" programming. Just key in
the gear and hob data and select the
type of material you are going to cut.
The computer of the CNC will do tbe

J.!!!T.,Jr.... !tt!
!)'1, Marunouchi 2-choma, Chlyoda-ku, Tokyo. Japan

cable AddrMe: HISHIJU TOKYO

rest for you, No calculation of cutter
path or selection of cutting
parameters.

Needless to say, with a full CNC
machine, the changeover time can be
reduced to a maximum of 90 % .

These are only a part of what our
GA·series can do for you. For more
information, write to our Bensenville
office below or call, area code
312·860-4220 NOW!

SPECIFICATIONS

MaxilTUn part dlalTleler
MaxiIlllJlTl Of
Maxlmllm rIdIaJ IfI'IeI
M.. lmum axial t"veI
Worktable diameter
Hob apeed IWlglI
Hob crIYII rnoIOr

GA250NC
10'
4

8.211'
10.6'
B.t'i'

200-~

GMOCNC
16'•10'

10.6'
1~'

2OO-1lOOrpm
11l11p

Mltsubishi Heavy Industries America, Inc.
873 Supreme Drive, Bensenville, Il MIce Phone: (312) 860-4220
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Single'Dank testing 'goe'sdigital.
I

When It cernes to plnpoin.ting the causes of
gear vibration, noise, and tooth damage. It's
no secret that single flank measurement
gives you the kind cd comprehensive data
you simply can't get with ,otilerfa.1'RlS of
measurement Reliable infonnation about

process errors and the costly scr,a,p and re- I

work that go with it. . .
But the analog (graphic) results of

single flank testers can ibetlme consu.mJng
to analyze-eve.n for an expeneneed opera-
tor: SOsingle flan:ktestiJ'lg hasn't always been.
p.ractical ferproductlon environments.

Until now.

'Gleason. gives, :single
flank testing "braln&'"
With Gleason's 579 G-AGElMAutomatic: Data
.Analysis System, ADAS(compatible with any
G-AGESingle Flank Tester). test resultsare
generated digitaillyand graphkallyto :greatly

reduce datil interpretation time. Featur·
.ing the most sophIsticated' single Hank

-software' available today-a IGleason
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,transmission error is what you need
to predict noise levels of ,a,gear set
inloperation, as well as to l'eduee

II'II:lrb. 1985.
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exclusive-this intelligent system rapidly
and accuf,ately:
1•Calculates master gear errors.
2:. Quantifies smgle tOOth-to-tooth eom,pos-

ire 'error, comblned pitch variatlon"eom·
bined aa:umulat:ed pitdi variation, single
flank. eemposlte error and other 'geM
tooth defects.

3. Reveals the noise potential of individual
tooth error ,curves.

And with our system's real time analysis, the
harmonics a.nd side bands of tooth mesh fre-
,quency can be observed to let you establish.
acceptabl.epeak amplitudesiforvarlous har-
monics. That means you. can be sure of a

GLE~.ON ~UTOMATEO GEAR VALUAT[ON
III..EJWItE IlEAL _ '1 '" TILEII
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gear's noise level before it's assembled. In
addition ,.you can even isolate the ,one mem-
ber of a production pair that is responslble
for ex.ceedin,i controls.

Let our braJn help youJ' brains be more
productive. Can Gleason's Sales Department
today and arrangea.n In.-depth. noobUgat!on
eonsultanon about our new 579 'G-AGEADAS.

tall this number today.:
(716) 4'3~10001

the Gleason Works, 1000 University Avenue~
Rochester, N.Y.14692
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New Techniques for Aligning and
Maintaining Large'Ring Gears

Abstract

This paper presents two new techniques for
aligning and maintaining large ring gears. One
technique uses the UOperating-T emperaures"
in th mesh ,of a ring gear set 10 evaluate the
relative distribution of load across tbe face of
'the gearing. The other uses "Stop-Action"
photography to record the surface condition
and lubricant film on the pinion teeth. These
techniques are recommended for use in
conjunction with conventional maintenance
procedures, Combined they optimize the gear
set performance at the time of initial insralla-
tion and then for the Lifeof the gearing if 'they
are used during subsequent maintenance
procedures ..

INTRODUCTION
The "Operating- Temperatures" align-

ment and the "Stop-Action" photography
techniques have been under development
at Falk for the last 5 to 6 years. Both have
been rigorously tested on well over 100
different ring gear sets from various in-
dustrial applications. The gearing rang-
ed up to 35 feet in diameter, 31 inches
of face, and had pitches as course as %
DP. The techniques and the instrumen-
tation required to' use them are described
in this paper. Also presented is some re-
cent work which utilizes these procedures
and interprets the results ..

ALIGNMENT
Conventional Alignment Methods
There are basically three conventional

methods whi.ch are used for aligning ring
gear sets. These ale presented here Ito
provide a reference for comparison with
the MOperating- Temperatures" method.
The first uses feeler gages to measure the
clearance at each end of the face, be-
tween the load flanks of the gear teeth
when they are clean and contacting.
With the second method, prussian blue.
lamp black, 'or an equivalent is applied
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to several, cleaned pinion teeth. That area
of the pinion is then manually rotated
into mesh with the gear and the teeth are
bumped. together transferring a contact
pattern to the gear and the teeth are
bumped togethertr-ansferring a contact
pattern to the gear where i'I can be in-
spected. The third method involves
cleaning and dyeing the load flanks of
several pinion and/or gear teeth with
layout dye. The gearing is then operated
under load for several hours, stopped
and manually rotated toa convenient
location to enable inspection of the dyed
teeth. Areas on the teeth where dye is
removed indicate the presence of contact.

These conventional techniques have
certain disadvantages. The reeler gage
and bump check methods indicate only
static contact conditions. Since under
load, the pinion, the gear, and associated
equipment can deflect, twist and / or
move through the internal clearance of
the bearings, operating alignment may
differ from static. The layout dye method
offers a means of adjusting operating
alignment to produce ful.l face contact.
Therefore, it can indicate when the en-
t:ire face width of a tooth is carrying some
load. However, it does not indicate
whether the load intensity at one side of
the face is greater than the load intensity
on the opposite side.

Operating Te.mperatures Method
The "Operating-Temperatures" tech-

nique is a procedure, whereby, a uniform
load intensity can be obtained across Ithe
entire face. This procedure is recom-
mended for optimizing alignment after
good initial a.l.ignment has been estab-
lished using conventional methods. The
basic premise behind the use of "Op-
crating-Temperatures" is that misaligned
gear sets experience non-uniform load in-
tensity across the face of the gearing (Fig.
1). This variance in load intensity results

Fig. 1

in higher operating temperatures at the
points of higher load. Therefore, mis-
alignment will cause the operating tem-
perature on one side of the face to be
higher than on the other. As a result,
equal temperatures at both ends of the
face indicate a uniform. load distribution
and optimum alignment. Unequal. tern-
peratures indicate that the gear set may
be misaligned with greater load int'ensity
on the side of the face with the higher
operating temperature ..

Operating temperatures can be mea-
sured with either an infrared radiation
thermometer, while the gearing is op-
erating, or witha. surface contact pyro-
meter immediately after stoppin.g. (For
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Fig. 2 - COl\tact Pyrometer
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Fig. 3

F\I. ,- Measurement Positions

typical instrument specifications. see Ap-
pendix A).

When using the surface contact pyro-
meter procedure. 'the probe is placed on
the load flank at the pitch line of at least
one tooth (Fig. 2). The m a urements are
taken directly through the lubricant film
and im_mediately after stopping the gear~
ing, since temperatures begin 'to change
within minutes.

The infrared measurements are taken
while the gearing is operating by point-
ing the inJrared radiation m asuring in-
strument perpendicular to the axis of the
pinion and then aiming at the measure-
ment position on the load flank along the
pitch line (Fig. 3).

Examples ofE valua'l:ing
Operating Temperatures

Five measurement positions were se-
lected along the face of the min pinion
in Fig. 4. One measurement was taken
at each end of the face . . . ane at the
center ... and two, additional midway
between these points. It is very impor-
tant that infrared measurern nts be taken
alonga straight horizontal line (as il-
lustrated) in order to obtain the pitch line
position .. Deviations from this horizon-
tal will produce erroneous data.

Temperature measurements can also
be taken on the gear, however. the
magnitudes of the temperatures and the
tempera'ture diHerentials across the gear
face have been found to be smaller than
those or the pinion and ] ss sensitive to
changes in alignment. Therefore, the
pinion temperatures are considered more
suitable for use in "Operaeing-Tempera-
tures" alignment evaluations.

Fig. 5 illustrates the pinion temperature
distribution of a gear set having optimum
alignment. The temperature gradient.
which is the temperature at Position 1
minus the temperature at Position 5, is
zero indicating that the load int,ensity is
the same on both ends of th pinion.
Position 1 is taken toward the mill end
of the pinion face.

Fig. 6 illustrates the temperature
distribution of agear set having poor
alignment. The temperature gradient of
'the pinion is +40 if indi.ca'ling that
misalignment is producing higher load
intensity on the mill side of the pinion.
A negative gradient would indicate
hlgher lead toward the opposite side of
the pinion fa.ce.

September/October~985 3,7
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fig. 6 - Temperature Distributionfig. 5 - Temperature Distribution

NAME
YOURCUTI

INo matter how you cut it; keyway, stot, serration, speclaJ torm ...any
internal configura.tion ...no one has a Keyseaterlike Mi1ts& ManUI. With
90 years ofexperiierm9 behind 'every piece of precision. machinery, our
engineers 'can recommend the right Keyseater that will give you both
economy. and long serviea-lifa, Cut it with the Ibest.

MANUFACTURED 8YCARTHAGE MACHINE COMPANY. INC.

MItts &.MentII Keysea.1IIts
Dept. Gl.9, P.O. IBox 151, Canhage, NY 19819 (31S) 493--2380 Telex 937·378
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Align.ment Techniques
In addition to establishing a more

uniform load distribution, the "Operat-
ing- Temperatures" technique offers twc
conveniences. First. when using the
pyrometer, it is not necessary to connect
an inching drive and rotate the gearing
to view the contact patterns. Second, in-
frared techniques are able to sense the
temperatures without stopping the mill.

The major limitation to using 'tempera-
tures is that the surface condition of the
teeth might influence the temperature
and cause a false indication of alignrnent.
Therefore, the presence of severe surface
distress, recent scoring, wear pads, high
points on the teeth, or other profile
disturbances, should be considered when
interpreting the temperatures ..

.Instrumentation
Both the surface contact pyrometer

and the infrared instrument have advan-
tages and limitations. The pyrometer has
the advantage of accurate temperature
measurement and simplicity of use. It has
the disadvantage that the gearing must
be stopped and, since temperatures begin
to shift rapidly alter stopping, only one
or possibly two teeth can be measured.

Infrared has the advantage that the
temperatures are measured during actual
operating conditions. The temperatures
recorded are, therefore, not changing
with time as for the pyrometer, Also, the
infrared averages these operating tern-
peraturesover many teeth at a given
measurement position and, therefore,
represents an overall alignment rather
than the alignment of one or two par-
ticular teeth.

The primary limitation of the infrared
is that it must be calibrated for the in-
frared energy emittance or emissivity of
the pinion. This emissivity is essentially
the relationship between the actual tern-
perature of the pinion teeth and the
amoent of infrared energy tht is emitted
for that temperature, It can be influenced
by the type of lubricant. the lubricant
film, and the tooth loads. Its value is
determined by obtaining pyrometer mea-
surements and then adjusting the infrared
instrument to produce Ithe same values.
Experience has indicated that for various
types of gear applications and lubricants
the emissivity values may differ. How-
ever, the typical values appear to. be in
the order of 0..7 to.0.8. Since only relative



and not absolute Itemperatures across the
pinion face are desired toevaluate align-
ment, a value of 0.7 or O.B may be used
and the measured temperatures consid-
ered nominal.

During the last five to six years, Falk
has studied the gearing of over 100 dif-
ferent ring gear sets. The study was based
primarily on mil] gearing and has not
been tested as thoroughly on kilns,
because it is believed that the heat from
the kiln along with the slow speed of the
gearing mi,ght be misleading to infrared
measurements. For mill gearing, detail-
ed formulas have been developed to
predict the align~ent corrections re-
quired based on the measured
temperature gradients. A study covering
this Is presented in Reference 1.
However, Ior most mills, with only on
pinion rotating out of mesh and located
approximately 20 to 30 below the mill
horizontal, equation 1 gives the approx-
imate size of shim required to correct the
alignment. This shim would be remov-
ed from or added under the appropriate
pinion bearing to reduce the temperature
and load intensity on the 'end of the face
where it is the highest.

Equation 1

Bearing
Shim _ Gradi nt Span

Design
load

lO,OCIO Face Operatin-&
load

Example:
Consider a 3000 horsepower mill with

a singl pinion having a 39°F tempera-
ture gradient. The bearing span is twice
the face width and the mill is operating
at 2600 horsepower. The computed shim
value would be:

39
10,000

3,000
2,600

=.009" ..2

Therefore,a .000"sh.im would be
added. or removed from under the ap-
propriate bearing to reduce 'the load in-
tensity on the high temperature end of
the pinion.

Once an alignment correction is made,
the mill should be allowed to operate for
at least. twenty hours in order to. reach
its steady state operating temperatures.
The alignment should then. be rechecked
to determine whether further adiustments
are necessary, GeneraUy. when a gradient
of lSOF or less is obtained.a. satifactory
alignment has been reached.

Fig. 7 series. Fig. 7A is a. "Stop-Action"
photo taken of a mill pinion during
operation just seconds before tn gear-
ing was stopped. Fig, 7B was taken a few
seconds afler the gearing had stopped.
Some lubricant had dropped on th pin-
ion from the gear above. Fig..7C presents
the dean d teeth of the pini.on. These
photos indicate that the "Stop-Action"
photo gives a good representation of the
appearance of the lubricant film and
tooth surface conditions a thy would
appear had the gearing been stopped for
a visual inspection.

Fig ..8 illustrates the history document-
ing capability of "Step-Action" photos.
This series records the tooth surfaces of
a particular pinion over a one yea1
period. InjtialIy the gearing was found 10

be scuffed and some pitting had occurred
(Fig. SA). Two months later (Fig..861. the
condition was found to be improving ..
This improvement continued through the
remainder of the year (Fig ..8e and 80).
Had the pitting become worse, corrective
a tion could have been planned. and non-
scheduled downtime avoid d. The
significance of this series is that the
photographs provide a. far better history
than memory. notes or sketch from
which to make maintenance decisions,

P.hotographic Teehnique
The photographic equipment required

to obtain "Stop-Action" photos is read-
ily avail.able. relatively inexpensive and
simple to 'Use. The camera is 3, .3S mm
single lens reflex type having a 50 mm
focallength lens. Stopping the motion of

sepTember/OCtober 1985 3'9

Stop, Action Photos

The illustration above describes the
surface condition and lubricant film an
the pinion teeth of 3 ring gear set. It is
a "Step-Action" photo taken while the
gearing was operating and provides 3.

permanent detailed description of the
tooth surface conditionand the lubricant
film existing on the pinion at the time the
photo was taken. Surface distress such
as scuffing, pitting and wear can readily
be detected, By observation af the lubri-
cant film, misalignment and lubricant
contamination can at times be found.
When "Stop-Action" photographs are
used in conjunction with "Operating-
Temperatures," misleading temperature
rises and its cause can be identified. An
example would be high temperatures due
to. localized scuffing when a lube spray
nozzle fails ..

The advantage of the "Stop-Action"
photo is that it can be obtained with
minimal eHort. simple camera equip-
ment, and most importantly, w.ithout
stopping the gearing and interrupting
production. It contains information
useful to maintenance and engineering
personnel for evaluatingthe performance
history of the gearing and for detecting
the need for corrective actions ..]t is also
a. means for recording and com-
munlcatingteoth conditions and lubri-
cant films 'to mill builders and gear
manufactur rs for review and appraisal.

The ability of "Stop-Action" photos to
capture the tooth surface condition and
lubricant film is further illustrated itn the



Pig,.7-0peratin~ Teeth V5, Static

7B Static

7C Cleaned Teeth

the puuon is accomplished with an
automatic electronic flash having a guide
number of about 100 (ASAloo) or
higher. and also a remote sensor which
can be mounted on the camera. hot shoe.
Color slide film (ASAl60 or ASA2oo)
has worked well andis recommended.
Print type film is nor recommended since
the colors of the prints can be influenc-
ed during processing.

Fig. 9 illustrates the positioning of the
camera and flash. The camera should be
centered and focused on the load Hank
of the pinion teeth until the camera
viewer is filled by the pinion teeth. The
flash should be set to automatic opera-
tion Ior an aperture of approximately
£5.6, The camera lens should be set to the
same aperture, The remote sensor should
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7A Operating

be positioned on the camera hot shoe and
the flash oriented at approximately 300

to the helix in order to minimize reflected
glare from the tooth surface.

Once the proper camera and flash
position is attained. the shutter button is
depressed. This opens the camera lens.
The flash will then fire in approximately
1/5.000 to 1130,000 of a second stopp-
ing the action of the gearing like a
stroboscope and exposing the film. The
camera shutter then closes and the "Stop-
Action" picture is obtained ..

Both "Operating- Temperatures" align-
ment and "Stop-Action" photography
provide useful infor .•ration regarding the
operation of large ring gearing. Presented
here are some ways that these two
techniques have been used, both in-
dividually and in combination. to gam
more insight into ring gear alignment and
lubricant films. Presented first. is a
discussion of transient shifts in the align-
mentof a mill gear set :from start-up to
steady-state conditions. This is followed
by an investigation into the influences of
lubricant rype. viscosity and operating
temperature on the appearance of the
lubricant as captured in "Stop-Action"
photos.

Aljgnment Transient Shifts
As previously indicated. static align-

ment and operating alignment may be
different. One possibl source of this dif-
ference •. (discovered through the use of
infrared) is that the alignment of a mill
gear set can shift over a period of time
as the mill progresses from a stopped
condition to. its steady-state operating
conditions, This transient type shift was
encountered in hot air type dry process
mill's.

An example of the temperature gra-
dients of such a mill is given in Fig, 101,
Here the gradient of the mil] pinion
shifted from -21°F to +18°F over a
period of approximately twenty hours.
This represents a 30°F shift in gradient
which, for that particular mill, corres-
ponded to a .009" change in .alignment
over the pinion bearing span. ]t is sus-
pected that this shift was the result of
thermal growth of the mill as it came up
to normal operating temperatures,

A wet process taconite grinding mill
is also included in. Fig. 10 for com-
parison. For that mill the steady state
operating gradient was reached within
approximately one-hall hour with no.
evidence of any alignment shift.

At ally rate, to be 'certain steady-state
operating temperatures have been
reached, it is recommended that the mill
be operated for approximately twenty
hours prior to raking "Operating-Tern-
peratures",

Lubricant films
"Stop-Action" photography, besides

recording pinion tooth surface condi-
tions, describes the operating lubricant
films on the pinion tooth. falk experience
indicates that these films can vary signifi-
cantly depending upon 'the type of mill
and the operating conditions. These
visual differences inlube film prompted
exploratory tests regarding the possible
influences of lubricant type. viscosity and
operating temperature on the appearance
of the film ..

Lub.ricant Type
The lubricants. investigated were

asphatic base •.residual type compounds
typically used for ring gearing, Their
viscosities ranged from 4,750 SSU to
17..200 SSU at 2100P undiluted. They
were produced by various manufac-
turers. None of the lubricants had a large
percentage of solid lubricant additives.



Fig. B - Geu Performance History

SA Initial Photo
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Since differences in the lubricant films
on photos appeared as changes in dark-
ness and color, it was important to deter-
mine whether the color of the lubricant
varied with film thickness or differed be-
tween lubricants of different manufac-
turers, A laboratory test was performed.
It involved placing a piece of Vz' plate
glass over a ground steel bar, which had
been coated with lubricant and had a
.002' step in the bar (Fig. 11). This step
produced a space between the bar and
the plate glass that increased from O· to

.002' over the 3· length of the step and
which was filled with lubricant. The rela-
tion between lubricant film thickness and
its color could then be observed through
the glass and photographed.

Inspections of the glass and the plate
indicated that both were Hat to within
less than ..OOC}}• over the area of contact.
Before applying the lubricant to the steel
plate. the glass, the lubricant and the
plate were heated to approximately
190°F to drive any diluent from the lubri-
cant and achieve a uniform temperature.

Announci'ng Balzers Tool C'oati-ig Inc.,
al New CoatinglService for Makers and Users

of Culting Tools" Forming Tools and Wear Parts.
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The photography lighting was iden-
tical for each lubricant photo. It was
also very similar to the lighting used
for photographing operating mill
pinions.

The results of this testing show
that the color distribution with film
thickness is very similar for each lubri-
cant. Additional tests in wh.ich the
lubricants were allowed to cool to
room temperature (70°f) indicated
that the color of the lubricant did not
change with temperature.

These exploratory tests suggest that
residual type lubricants are basically
the same color and that lubricant film
color might be used to estimate or
compare lube film thicknesses.

Lubrican.t Viscosity
The glass plate test also indicated

that changing viscosity within the
4,750-17,200 SSU range did not
significantly influence the relationship
between color and film thickness of
the lubricants tested, This observation
was used in the evaluation of a field
test where these same lubricants had
been individually applied to the same
mill pinion. Adequate time had been
allowed for each lubricant to establish
its own film, The resultant films were
very similar. The pinion operating
temperatures, which were mon:itored
with infrared and surfacecontad
temperature instruments, remained
essentially constant (l84!°F to 190oF)
for all lubricants tested. The indica-
tion of this test was that the change
in non-diluated viscosity within the
4,750 to 17,200 SSU range, which is
typical for residual compounds, did
not significantly influence the lubri-
cant film appearance.

Operating Temperature
From the previous testing, the

variance in lubricant film, between
different pinions, does not appear to
be significantly related to the specified
viscosity or manufacturer of the lubri-
cant for the viscosities and lubricant
types tested, The third parameter in-
vestigated,temperature, was found to
have significant influence. This was
observed in a field test where the
lubricant film was monitored from the
time the mill started, at ambient
temperature (80oF), until it reached its
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Fig. ll-ll.lbe film Test Setup

Fig. 12 -lubricant Film Color Change· After Start-
Up (Start 70°F Final 179°F)

128 2 Hr. After SUrt

12C 6 Hr. Aftfr Start

normal, operating temperature of 179°F.
Fig. 12 describes the change in. film. at
various 'times after startup and shows
that the lubricant film becomes lighter in
color as the temperature increases. From
the glass plate Itest, this would indicate
that the film thickness is also decreasing.

The relationship between lubricant
film and operating temperature is further
illustrated in Fig. 13. Here, four mill pin-
ions from different applications, using
different lubricants, are shown aJong
with their corresponding operating tem-
peratures, Again, the color of the lubri-
cant film becomes lighter, indicating ill

thinner film as the operating temperarare
increases. This agrees with the results in
Fig. 12. In genera], similar results were
found on other gearing where both
photos and temperatures were obtained.

when taking necessary corrective action
du_ring ,the life of the gearing.

Reference
1. ANTOSIEWICZ, M.. "The Use of MilJ

Gear Operating Temperatures for Align-
ment Evaluation: IEEECem nllndustry
21s1 Technical Conferenc, Tarpon
Sprin,gs. Horida M_y 19"79.

FIB. 13 - Lub.ricanl Fil'm '1'5. blbrkant and
Tem.pvalure·

13A Whitmore Moo. 147 F.

CONCLUSION
This paper has presented two new

techniques for aligning and maintaining
large ring gears. The techniques are par-
'titularly beneficial because they can be
utilized while the gearing is operating
and, therefore, do. not interfere with pro-
duction. The unique advantage of the
NOperating- Temperatures" technique is
that it indicates relative load Lntensity
across the faoe of the gearing and not just
contact. The "Stop-Action" photo cap-
tures the 'tooth surface conditionand
lubricant mm on the teeth of an oper-
ating gear set. This is accomplished with
readily available, simple to use and
relatively inexpensive photography
equipment. The photos provide a far bet-
ter history 'than memory, notes or
sketches from which to make mainten-
ance decisions.

Both these techniques are recommend-
ed for use by engineering and mainten-
ance personnel for evaluating gearing
condition and performance, They are
also recommended for consideration

lID 24 Hr. After Start

(Appendix continued on pag.e '1~8)

138 Texaco Crater SX 165 F.
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Material Selection and Heat Treatment
Part II

Metalurgical Characteristics
National Broach & Machine Division of Lear Siegler

Mt. Clemens, MI 48044

(This article is a continuation, Part I was presented in the
July IAugust 1985 issue of GEAR TECHNOLOGY.)

Metallurgical Characteristics *
The approximate tensile strength of any steel is measured

by its hardness, Table 1. Since hardness is determined by both
chemical composition and heat treatment, these are the two
important metallurgical considerations in selecting gear steels.

Chemical Composition
Hardenable gear steels are of two types: through-harden-

able or case-hardenable. Thrcugh-hardenable steels contain
alloying elements and usually have carbon content ranging
from about 0.40 to O.SO-percent to give the desired hardness.
Steels for case-hardening mayor may not contain alloying
elements, but have lower carbon content (usually less than
O.2S-percent). The lower carbon content permits development
of high surface hardness while retaining a softer, more duc-
tile core.

An alloy steel. Table 2, is a type to which one or more
alloying elements have been added to give it properties that
cannot be obtained in carbon steel. Chromium is one of the
most versatile and widely used alloying elements. It produces
corrosion and oxidation resistance,and induces high hard-
ness and wear resistance ..It also intensifies the action of car-
bon, increases the elastic limit, increases tensile strength, and
increases depth of hardness penetration.

Nickel increases shock resistance, elastic limit, and tensile
strength of steel. Nickel steels are particularly suitable for
case-hardening. This results in their frequent use for aircraft
gears where strength-to-weight ratio must be high. The
strong, tough case obtained with nickel steels combined with
good core properties provides exceptional fatigue and wear
resistance. Simplified hardening procedures and low distor-
tion during heat treatment result from lower transformation
temperature ranges and the relatively small difference between
case and core transformation temperatures.

Molybdenum increases hardenability of steels and has a
significant effect on softening of steels at tempering temper-
atures. It markedly retards softening of the hardened marten-
site at tempering temperatures above 450F.

"Implemented and reviewed by Harold A. Maloney, plant metal-
lurgist, Clark Equipment Co.
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Vanadium is used as an alloying element in steels for two
reasons ..First is the effect on grain size at elevated tempera-
tures. Vanadium stabilizes the fine grain structure of
austenitized steels and permits retention of excellent ductil-
ity and impact resistance while developing high tensile and
yield strengths. The second reason is the ability to form car-
bides which remain stable at elevated temperatures.

Hardenability is the property of a steel which determines
the depth and distribution of the hardness induced by quench-
ing. The higher the hardenability of a steel, the greater the
depth to which the steel can be hardened and the slower the
quench which can be used. Hardenability should not be con-
fused with hardness or maximum hardness which can be ob-
tained by heat treatment, since that depends almost entirely

HARRIS METALS, Inc.
4210 DOUGlAS AVENUE

RACINE, WISCONSIN 53401
414~639-2282
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Table 1 - Approximate Tensile Strength 'Dr
Equivalent Hardness Numbers of Steel

Table 2 - Basic AISI and SAE Numbering
System 'or Steels

2.35,
UO
2.45,
2.50
H5
2..60

2.65
2.10
2.7S
2.80

2.85
2.90
2.95
3.00

l.05
3.10
US
3.20

3.25
3.30
3.35
HO
US'
3.50
3.SS
3.'60
3.65
3.70
3.75,
3.80
3.85
3.90
3.95
4.00

4.05
4.10
US
4.20

4.25
4.30
4.35
4.40

4.45
4.50
4.'55
4.60

4.65
4.10
4.80
C.90

5.00
5.10
5.20
5.30

S.CO
5.50
5.60

2.25 m
710
682
653

1621
60l
511
SSS

'534
514
495
417

461
444
.29
415
401.
3118
375
363

352
~l
331
321

311
302
293
285

277
269
262
255
248
241
235
229

.2"23
217
212
201

201
197
192
187

183
119
174
170

167
163
156
149
1~3
137
131
126
121
us
m

53.5
52,1
51.0
49.6

U.S
47.1
45.7
44.5
43.1
41.1
4l!.'
3'JJ

(110.0) 3U
(l09'.0) 36.6
(108.5)35.5
(108.0) 34.3

(l01.S) 33.1
(IDU) 32.1
(106.0) 301.9
(lOH) 29.9
(104.'5) 28.1
(104.0) 27.'6
(103.0) 2&.6
(102.0) 25.4
(101.0) 24.2
100.0 ,22.8
99.0121.7
98.2 20.5
9'1.3 '(11.1)
96.4 (17.5)
95.5 (16.0)
9'-6 (15.2)
93.8 1([3.8)
92.8 (12.1)
919 (U.s)
90.1 (lO.D)
90.0 ( '9.0)
au (8.1:1)
87.8 ( 6.4)
86.8 ( 5,.1)

86.0 (U)
n.ol ( 3.3),
82.91 ( O,9~
80.8
11.7
76.4
74.0'
72.0'

69.8
61.6
65.7

uo
780
737
691
667
640
615
591

569
541
528
508
491
472
.55
440

m
410
396
383
312
3601
350
339

328
319
:Jl9
301

292
284
276
269
261
253
W
241

234
228
222
.218

212'
207
202
196
192
\U
182
t7I

115
m
163
156
150
.43
131
132
127
122
117

91
87
SA
81
19
17
1S
13 198

11 2&8
70 m
68 26.4
,66 2~

'65 242
6-3 230
'6. 21.9
59 m
58 202
56 193
5-4 184
52 177

51 170
50 163
48 158
n I~

46 147
4S m
43 139

136
41 m
40 128
39 125
38 121
37 liB
36 114
35 III
34 109

104
33 103

100
32 99i
31
30
29

28
n
26

25

23

22
21

20

19
18
15

1",,'_'1_
.. , .... ' 11:.... lull~ ...... ~

97
94
92
90

89
t&
86
84
13
82
10

Th, Ind.nllho ... d h.rdn,n "lues i. Ih' 'oreIGlnllabl •• fll.k.n Irom Tabl'
20 APl/fOllm.I. Equlvallnl H.rduss "umbels 10f B" •• II H.rdnUJ Numbers lor
SI.. I. pal" Il2 Illd 123 all~ SA[ Handbook. Sotl.t, 01A.tomoh". £nlinl'rl.
Incorpofll.c!

TIll nlllft sIIown on par.ntlona ./1 IMYDnd thl norm.1 r'ftl' 01 Ih' Itll Kal,
and '" liven only 101comparison Wllh Othlr .al"11

Courtesy Republic S'ee' Corp.

10)1)(
11.)01
12XX
15)1)!

13XX

.23XX
25XX

lUX.
32)1)(
l3XX
~XX

43XX
43BVXX
..7X)(
81XX
86)1X
B1XX
un:
9-3XX
94XX
91)1)(
98XX

46XX
4BXX

!50XX
'SIX)(

501X>:snxx
521X)(

61XX

71XlX
72X)(

92XX

9)1)1

302XX

303XX

5UXX

mxx

XXL)lX

CARBON S.TEELS
Pllin Clrbolll (Mn1.OO'I, InlP)
IResulphll fll·ed
IResulphulizldllnd Rephosphomedl
IPllln Carbon (,m.. Mn Ilnlt-1III81 UIO-I.65%)

MANGA.NESE STEELS
MnU5

N,ICKEL STEELS
INi 3.50
IN,15.00

NICKEL-CHROMIUM STIEElS
H i, I.2S; Cr 0.6511!d 0.80
Hi 1.75; Cr 1.07
INi 3,.50; Cr 1.50 Indl 1.'57
Hi 3.00; Cr o.n

MOLYBDENUM STEELS
M0 0.20 and 015
MD 0.40 andl 0.52

CHROMIUM·MOLYBDENUM STEELS
Cr 0.50, 0.10 and 0.95; M'o 0.12, 0.20, 0.25 Ind 0.30

NICKEl·CHROMIUM·MOlYBDENUM STEELS
Hi 1.82; Cr 0.'50 and 0.10; Mo 0'.25
H! U2; Cr 0.50; MDO.121nd 0.25: V·O.Ol minimum
H il 1.05: Cr 0.45; Mo 0.20 and 0.35
Hi 0.30; Cr 0.40; M'a 0.12
NI 0.55; Cr 0.'50; MD 0.20
Hi 0.'55; Cr 0.'50; 11.1) 0.25
Hi 0.55; Cr 0.50; IMo 0.~5
NI l.2S; Cr 1.20,; IMo 0.12
Hi 0'.45; C r 0.40,: IMo 0.12
Hi 0.55; C r 0.20; MD0.20
Hi 1.00; Cr o.aO; Mo 11.25

N I C KEL·MOlYBDEH 11M STIEUS
INi 0.8S and 1.~B2;IMo 0.20 Ind 0.25
Hi 3.50; Mo 0.25

,CHROMIUM STEELS
Cr 0.27, 0.40, 0.'50 and 0.65
c- 0.10. 0.87, 0'.92. 0.95. 1.00 Ind 1.05
Cr 0.50
Cr 1.0"2
CrUS

CHROMIUM VAINADIUM SIEEil.!i
C'r 0.60, 0.10 and 0'.95; \I 0.10 and 0.15 mlllimum

TUNGSTEN CHROMIUM STEELS
W 13.50 and 16.'50: Cr 3.50
W 1.15; Cr 0.15

SILICON MANGANESE STEELS,
S i 1.40 and .2'.00; IMIII 0.65, '0.82 and US; e,r 0.00
and 0.65

LOW ALLOY HIGH TENSILE STfELS
Various

STAIHlIESS STEELS
(Chromium·ManI8nesl-Nickel)

Cr 11.00 and 18.00; Mn 6.50 In~ 8.7S. Hi 4.50
and 5.00

(Ch romium· Nickel)
Cr ~8.50.15.'50, 17.00. 18.00, 19'.00, 20.00. 20.50,

23.00.25.00
!Ni7.00, 9.00, 10.00, 1D.50, ROO. n.50. 12.00.

13.00. 13.50,20.50,21.00. 35.00
(Chromium)

C r 11.12, 12.25. 12.50, 13.00'. 16.00, l7.00, 2D.50
and 25.00

c- 5.00:
BORON INTENSIFIED, STERS

B denotes. Boron: Sleel
HADEO STEns

L dlOOl1lS ladedl Still
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Non· "I()I" Ittl/ numarl or IlthIrs In bllll Indlclt .. tIIrbon percetll.,,; 1_.
1040 Indlca'" 0.40 peretnl carbon.

From SAC Iron and Stee' Handbook Supp'emetl' 30



Fig. 1-Relationship of maximum quenched hardness of alloy and carbon
steels to carbon content. Courtesy Republic Steel Corp,

Fig, 2-Comparative hardenabitity of Q,20-percent carbon alloy steels.
Courtesy Republic Steel Corp,

Fig. 3 -Comparative hardenability of 8600 Alloy Steels. Courtesy Republic
Steel Corp,

on carbon content, Fig. 1. Also, section thickness has con-
siderable influence on the maximum hardness obtained for
a given set of conditions; the thicker the section, the slower
the quench rate will be. Variations in test bar hardenability
curves for various 0.20-percent carbon and alloy steels is
shown in Fig. 2. Similar hardenability curves for 8600 alloy
steels with various carbon contents is shown in Fig. 3. Max-
imum hardenability of case-hardened 8620 steel is achieved,
Fig. 4, when the case carbon concentration is O.80-percent.

H-steels are guaranteed by the supplier to meet establish-
ed hardenability limits for specificgrades of steel. These steels

46 Gear Technology

Fig. 4 - Curves showing that maximum hardenability of 8620 steel is achieved
when case carbon concentration is at O.80-percent carbon. Courtesy Climax
Molybdenum Co.

Fig. S- Hardenability upper and lower curve limits for 8620H steel. SAE
Iron and Steel Handbook Supplement 30,

are designated by an "H" following the composition code
number, such as 8620H, Fig. 5. Hardenability of H-steels and
a steel with the same chemical composition is not necessari-
ly the same. Therefore, H-steels are often specified when it
is essential that a given hardness be obtained at a given point
below the surface of a gear tooth.

E-S ON READER REPlY CARD

Acknowledgement: Reprinted from Modem Methods of Gear Manufacture,
4th Edition. published National Broach and Machine Division of Lear Siegler,
lnc., 17500 Twenty Three Mile Rd., M/, Clemens. Ml48044

CALCULATION OF SPUR GEAR TOOTH ...
(continued from page 14)

12, TERAUCHI, Y., and NAGAMURA, K .. "Study on Deflection
of Spur Gear Teeth," Bul1. of ]SME, VoL 24, No, 188, Feb,
1981. pp, 447-452.

13. FORTIN, A., "Application de la methode des potentie!s com-
plexes aux calculs des deplacements dans les engrenages droits,"
M.Sc, thesis, Laval University, Quebec, Canada, June 1983.

14. TIMOSHENKO, S, P., and GOODIER, J. N., Theory of
Elasticity. McGraw-Hili, New York. 3rd ed .• 1970.
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Rate.: Classified Dlsplay-$100 per il'lch (minimum 3")' Type' will be
set to ,advertlsel's layout or GeM Technology will set. type at no ex-
Ira charge. WOl\d 'Count: 35 characters per line. 7' lines per inch.
Ps¥ment: Full pa~man! must accompany classified ads. Mail copy
to GeM Tachnology. P.O. IBox 1426, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007.
Agency Commlulon: No agency commission on classifieds.
'OI'osln9 date: Ads must be received by Ihe 25th 01'1M month, two
monlhs prior 10 publication. Ac;ceptaBc1e: Publisher reserves the'
Ir,ight to accept or reject classified advertisements ,al his discretion.

SPIRAL ,BEVEL
GEARS

Prolype or production up to 34"
'Breakdown work - fas!lurnaround

Complele machining, hear treat,
lapping and testing

CALL US!'

B&R MA,CHliNIING,
PO Box 536

Sharon, TN 38255
1-800-238-0651

HELP WANTED

GEAR M'AlNUfACTURiIN:G EN:GINEERI
Curtiss Wright Flight Systems/Shelby, Inc., a leader lin
State 01 the' Art aerospace systems is Irapidly growing.
We pr,esently need tofutfin the position of Gear Manufac·
tu ring Engi neer.

The position will require an individual with five years
plus experience, in, the following manufacturing equip.
ment: spur gears, nabbing" shaping and broaching:: in-
vOlute spline habbing. shaping and broaching: beve'l and
spiral lbevelgear; generating both Gleason and Conoflex;
bevel and spirall bevel grindingl and developing of bear-
Ing patterns.

CWFS/Shelby offers a totall medical package, tuition
reimbursement, retirement ,plan. Ilife insurance' and full
competitive, salary structure.

If you possess the ,above mentioned skills and are in-
terested ill this challenging opportunity, please submit
your resume with salary history lin confidence to:

P,ersonnel Manager
CURTISS WRIGHT
FUGHT SYSTEMS/Shelby, Inc
5011 Crest School Road -
Shelby, NC 28150
Ecru Opportunity: Empilo)'er M/F

Sept. 16-18
1985

Gear Norse Course
Ohio State University

ThiS course will cover general noise rneascrernents and
analysrs, causes of gear norse, gear reducnon techruques.
dynamic modellIng. sIgnal analysis and gear boxes For
further informalron contact Mr Richard D Frasher. DIrec-
tor. ContinUIng Educatron. College of Engrn errng 2070
Neil Ave .. Columbus. Orno 43210.16141422-8143.

Ocr 14-16
1985

Amerrcan Gear Manufactur rs Fall
Techrucat Meeting
Fairmont Hotel
San Francisco. CA

The AGMA FalJ Technrcal Conference ISan opporturuty
to keep abreast of the latest rn technologrcal
developments. new standards of excellance. new
engineering concepts, and new mernoos of manufactur-

Ing. Thls three day conference focuses on the best Ideas
from the best minds in the Industry To get more Infor-
mation on the AGMA's Fall Techrncai meetrng. call
(703) 684-02 r I. or wrrte AGMA. 1500 Krng Street. SUIte
201. Alexandrra. VA 22314.

Nov. 19-21
1985

Sooety of Manufacturrng Eng neers
Gear Processmq and ManufactUring
Clinic. Detroit, MIchigan.

SfIIIE's annual "Gear Processing and Manufacturrng" climc
and tabletop exhibits will be held at The Dearborn Inn
In Dearborn. MIchigan November 19-21. 1985 Current
technologies in the gear Industry WIll be covered J.
Rrchard Newman, formerly of NatIonal Broach and
MachIne DIVIsion of Lear SIegler. and Carl S Eckberg of
Bourn & Koch MachIne Tool Co .. are co·charnng thiS
three-day cumc An evening of vendor tabletop exmorts
Will accompany the darly technical presentations. For fur-
ther InformatIon on (he runic or the eXhibits. contact
Dianne Leverton at SME. 3 13/271·1500. extension 394.

Marchi 7-19 Internatronal Conference on Au tempered
I 986 Ductile Iron, Ann Arbor. MIchigan
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HOB LENGTH EFFECTS .
(continued from p.age 19)

F(Y) = 4: X KA X yJ + 3 X K8 X y2 + 2 X
KC X Y + KD
For first approximation Y can be set equal to PD 12

so Y = PD/2

This method allowsfast and precise calcuJIation with a small
number of iterations.

Having Y, one can obtain X and Xo, by substitution.

Consulting Fig. 7, since QP=Xo, distance OP=Xo X tantq)
and roughing zone: Lr=OP - 19/2

3. ENGAGEMENT ZONE
As mentioned above, the engagement zone is the sum of

roughing and generating zones.

Le = Lg + Lr

The author gratefully Ilcknowledges the t:lS5istance of Claude Lutz. AmeriCQll
Pflluter Ltd., for technical consulting; Eduard P. Driscoll. Driscoll Software
Co .. for computer analysis; and Frank C. llherek, Dresser lnd., fOT article
development.
Editors; Note; Special thanks to Dennis Gimperl. American Pfauter Ltd .. for
his technical editing assistance.
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TECHNIQUES FOR ALIGNING & MAINT AINlNG
(continued from page 43)

APPENDIX A
INSTRUMENTATION SPECIFICATIONS

Surface Contact Pyrometer
A digital type pyrometer having an accuracy of ±3°F and

a. response time of approximately Iive seconds or less was

Fig. A-l- Test Set-Up
Lens Type Infrared Radiation Thermometer
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used. The contact probe was surrounded by ceramic type sub-
stance to shield it from the influence of ambient temperatures,

INFRARED

Instrumentation
There are basically two styles of infrared instruments. One

focuses the infrared through a lens and the other reflects it
from a mirror. The lens type can be aimed more precisely
making it superior from an accuracy viewpoint. Unfortun-
ately, lens type instruments are the least portable.

The specifications of each of these types of infrared in-
struments can valy widely, The following key specifications
are recommended for this application:

Temperature
Spectral Response
Field of View
Spot Size (max.)

soap to 300°F
8-14 microns
2° or less
}l/z· at 40'
distance

Emissivity Range .6-1.0 (min. range)

A digital readout ora. meter readout with a meter hold
feature (not peak) is recommended. Some mirror type in-
strurnentsare available with laser optics to aid in aiming the
instrument. This option makes them equivalent to the lens
'type.

Setup
Fig. A-I illustrates the setup of the lens type infrared radia-

tion thermometer. A fluorescent light is an aid for aiming
the detector at selected measurement points. It has been deter-
mined that the heat emitted from this light does not influence
the measurements. It is very important that the light be held
horizontally to obtain a horizontal reflection from the pitch
line of the mesh. The tripod is recommended.

Fig. A-2 illustrates the setup for a mirror type instrument.
In this case, the Huorescent light and tripod are also recom-
mended for instruments without laser sighting optics.

.Fig.. A-2 - Test Set-Up
Mirror Type Infrared Instrument
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YOU ARE LOOIIN . I AT
THE MOSTI ADVAN;CED
FULL eNC GEAR HOBBER
AVAILABLE liDOAY ...
... The new lIEBHERR Modelll.JG 152 for gears
up to 1501MM (61

") 0..0. Another lIEBHERR
examplle of innovative design and engineering
to meet today's and future requirements for
performance andliqua!lity.
Let us prove it!

For detailed literature, encircle the appropriate number on the
readership service card or write to:

LlEBHERR MACHINE TOOL
290 S. Wagner Rd.
Ann Arbor. MI48103
(313) 7'69-3521
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